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iht
Vol.V.

E. N. CARVER,
EDITOR & PROP'R.

CANTON, lVIE., THURSDAY, MARCH 10, 1887.

-Mr. S. S. Vose, of vVaterville, was in
Ca'nton Monday night with his sten·opticon views of scenes in the great rebellion.
NEWSPAPERDECISIONS,
The exhibition was given under the ausAny person who takes a paper rcg·ularly from pices of Ilodge Post, G. A. R.

VILLAGE &VICINITY.
t.

the office-whether
directed to him or another, or
whether he has subscribed or not-is rcspoasihlc for
the payment,
2.
It a person orders his paper discontinued he
must pay all arrcareages, or the publisher may continue to send it until pa.yment is ma<lc, and collect
the whole amount, whether the paper is t,tkcn from
the office or not.
3. The Courts have decided that rcfusmg to take
newspapers and periodicals from the postofficc, or
rt!moving an<l leaving them uncalled for, is prima
/acie evidenc~ of fraud.

-Beautiful

Spring.

Iowoddthisl ineoftypelooks.
-Miss Hattie Ellis has returned
field.
_:I

to Dix-

-J. B. Look has on exhibition
jewelry store, a watch made by
He is now at work on another
grade. Joe is a· thorough
and
workman, and a jolly good fellow

at the
himself.
of nicer
efficient
besides.

-Mrs. A. D. Sampson,
of \:Vorcester,
l\Iass., a reader of the TELEPHONE and a
native ~f Oxford county, sends us Worcester papers containing accounts of a reunion
of native, of Maine.
She also has a good
word to say for the TELEPHONE. •

-Mr. M. L. Bishop, of Peru, formerly
re- of the firm of Lucas & Bishop, Canton,
has gone to Waltham, Mass., to work in
He will work in the
-Mrs. W. H. S. Ventres is quite ill,with the watch factory.
same room that he learned his· trade in.
pneumonia.
-Wednesday
was quite a potato day,for II is family went with him. and all have
o. Gammon.
the best wishes of many fr;ends in Canton
and Peru, as well as elsewhere.
-Clifford
Tracy has been in town the
past few days.
-C. II. Lucas has quite a cont ra ct for
-H. M. Cox, Esq., of Dixfield. was in work for th e tannery men. They have ortown Tuesday.
dered 24 frames made of wood, to be 5 by
~J. F. Lamb, Esq., of Livermore Falls. 6 feet, and each frame is to have 960 metal
was in town Friday.
pins inserted, bent and sharpened to a
knife point-making
in all 23,0+0 pins to
-Mr. J. H. DeCoster of Mechanic Falls, be made an! adjusted.
These frames are
was in town \Vednesday.
to be used for suspending hides in the tan-Miss
Lula Bosworth
is attending
ning vats.
school at Hebron Academy.
-A bill presented in the Legislature
-See legal notice of the "Pew owners Tuesday afternoon for the extension of the
of the Methodist Meeting House in Peru." Rumford Falls railroad from Canton to
-Mrs. Daniel Bisbee is visiting for a Rumford Falls, allows the present comfew weeks with her daughter, in Auburn.
pany to have its railroad or to make a traf_ WANTED.-A
ton of good hay, for fie contract with, or obtain guaranty of its
which cash will be paid. Frank Richardson.
bonds issued for the extension of the road
from any other railroad corporation
and
-,Viii
Lucas and Harry Douglass have secure the same by mortgage on its propbeen at home, from Kingfield, for a few erty and franchises.
days.
-The
Lewiston Journal has recently
-A little child of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. B. been enlarged and greatly improved, givStaples has been quite sick the past few ing 40 per cent. more matter in each edidays.
tion than before.
It is now one of the
-Hutchinson
& Russell
have a sick largest and best newspapers in New Engcow. Dr. Leavitt of Livermore is attend- land. Having paid for your local paper,
ing her.
the next thing is to sec.ure all that a busi-The ladies' social circle will be held ness man can find time to read, by subA. S. Hathaway,
this week on Thursday evening, at Mrs. scribing for the Journal.
Esq., is agent for Canton.
M. R. Davis'.
Aaron Jackson
issued.

has had his pension

OUR

NEIGHBORS.
-

-

-

-

-·

Bethel.
March r.-'·The
stormy March has come
at last;" and as it "beareth
the gentle
name of spring," I sallied forth to see if I
could discover anything
more than the
name. But I could not. Without it was
snow, snow everywhere, from 4 to IO fei-t
deep. Within, all the signs of spring I
could see was a dead fly. hung heels up, in
a spider's web, at the corner of the window. No go yet! March 5th,22 below zero;
good north pole weather.
6th, more moderate and a snow storm b_yway of a rarity.
7th, six inches of new snow. and the trees
loaded with the same. No spring yet, except in a horn.
Hurrah for town meeting!
The TELEPHONE of Feb. 3 failed to ,·each
me. If some one will send it to box 26o,
Bethel, Maine. I shall be greatly obliged.
as I wish to get all the Nos.
L. D.

for one year and re•

Wooden Pails
Burbank's.

10 cts. apiece at H. II.

There was a ,·ery pleasant gathering at
~r. \Varrcn Adams', Saturday, March 5th;
also a birthdn.y party at ~·Ir~. I-Jelen
Hatch's.
The Ladies' Aid Society will meet with
Mi·s. Otis Wyman, March isth.
Our P. l\L, D. F. Putnam. i; visiting
his r,.;1 ,i]_vat vValtham, Mass.
A. J. Knight has bought ten thousand
feet of pine of Ed Abbott for building- purposes the coming spring.
Virgil Fuller has been offered two hundred dollars for his Knox colt by Dolbier
of Farmington.
A relic of the superstition of olden times
was found in an .elm tree by \Vi Ison Thomas, who was cutting wood on the "river
. ,·oad" Ia~t week. A piece of well preserved cotton cloth containing a lock of hair
and toe-nails was found embedded in the
wood, and fifty-six grains had grown over
it since placed there.
The question is,
have the_v had the toothache since?
C. L. Howard has lost his horse.

Carthage.
There has been some fifteen or twcnt_v
quilts set together at So. Carthage.
School in Dist. No. 2 closed Friday,
March 4. P. B. Merchant,
teacher.
Mr.
M. has a very good education.
The ~ve:·
age attendance of scholars was 18. fhts;
was his fourth term.
There is to be a Fair at the 3loulton
Bros.', and an oyster supper, the 15th of
March, for the benefit of Addie Drake.
Mrs. Amanda Smith has been·very sick,
but is much better now.
The storm and blow of Feb. 2+th and
25th was the worst for the winter.
In one
of our neighbor's door-_vards the snow was
piled up as l'iigh as 7 feet.
There was no school in Dist. No. 2, Friday, Feb. 25th. The teacher, P. B. Merchant, started and failed to reach the
school house, as he was not feeling well.
There were few scholars that reached there.
The mail went out Thursday night as usual, but was unable to return until Saturday.
Daniel Berry has had his thumb taken
off. He had a felon on it.
E.

DIXFIELD.

night, taking the "gravel
the morning.

East Sumner.
An additional mail service has been established at E. Sumner, and we now have
two mails dailv to and from the post office.
Postmaster
Eastman
has issued printed
mail regulations, postage rates, etc., to all
patrons of the office.
On account of the sickness of Rev. Mr.
Beavins. no preaching services were h~ld
at either church.
Mrs. Philo Bosworth is visiting relatives
in Rumford and vicinity.
Invincible Lodge of Good Templars eelebratecl its 8th annh·ersary on Fl'iclay evening.
There was a large attendan·ce and
a happy, joyous occasion.
Songs. declamations, recitations, select readings and a
roaring farce enlivened the event. and the
whole afl:air crowned by a bountiful pastry
supper.
It was nearly "to-morrow,"
when
the happy party broke ranks.
This lodge
has enjoyed continued prosperity since its
organization.
It has nearly 100 active
members and is invincible by nature as
well as by name.
SLOCUM.

I

i
I
I

Livermore.

Papers are now in circulation for the
purpose of getting a subscription
of 250
acres of sweet corn to be planted next ser,son. In case they get the above amount
-Hon.
Chas. H. Gilbe~t ha~ the thanks
-Saturday
morning, March 5, the ther- of acres subscribed to be planted there will
of the TELEPHONE for public documents
mometer registered at Canton 28 below be a sweet corn canning factory built here
sent from Augusta.
A. vV. S.
zero. It was nearly as cold as the coldest next season.
A snow fall of several
SCIENCE
HILL..
-State
Missionary Noyes closed his se- of the season.
About 1 foot of snow fell the 18th, but
ries of meetings in Canton last week and inches was added Sunday to the alread_y
great depth and travel was greatly imped- did not drift as last year at this time.
returned to WatervillP..
ed on Monda).
Tuesday was the first
Melvin Holman has finished hauling
-Mr. Byron H. Small of West Sumner,
spring-like day, and the sun shone bright
has returned to Canton, and is in the law
bark.
•
and
warm
enough
to
settle
the
snow
a
litA nice lot of hemlock bark has been
office of Hon.J. P. Swasey.
tle. We'll keep up our courage for spring hauled to Wilton this winter by Towle,
-Mr. and Mrs. H. McLaughlin
of Bos- is near.
Childs, Smith and Holman.
ton, have recently been visiting friends
New French Prunes at II. II. Burbank's.
We attended an interesting lyceum at
and relatives in Eastern Oxford.
•
-From
the report of the State agent we th e Centre, Satu rd ay evening, Feb. r9.
-C. H. Lucas has commenced on anfind that $3,808.31 worth of liquor has Recitation by Delia Maud Holman, music
other lot of r2,ooo of his Lit.tie Giant
been legally sent into Oxford county clur- by Jerry Knight, Alex Holman a nd Gould
Screwd\-ivers, fo.~ watchmakers and je,yeling the past year, and this to only four bro th ers. The queS t ion was deci•~ed-by an
lers.
•• •
•
towns, Bethel. Greenwood, Milton Plan ta-· overwhelming·majori:ty
in favor of money.
-The
petitioners have i-eceived a char- tion and Paris.
Every one kno,~s·a great A change was made in th e queS t ion after
te1· for an agricultural
society at Canton,
rod
th
deal too much liquor is disposed of at a being int
uced by
c:- leading
conteS t a,1d a meeting for organization
will soon town agency, and in any town having a ant, Mr. Ma nd erville Holman, a nd was
be called.
drng shop, an ag-enCJ' is entirely unneces- ably cli·scu,ssed by Delano a nd Harvey in
-Frank
Dodge let his farm to Cyrus sary. To illustrate this we give the num- favor of th e negative.
B. F. Lanca st er inGammon, before going to Rhode Island, ber of voters in each town where agencies troduced some very st rong points, notthst
nd
th
and John Gammon has moved from the are maintained.
Greenwood with about wi
a ing
e odds· again st him. A
village to the same.
200 voters received $175. 1.5 worth of liq- paper was read at th t clo,e of th e lyceum.
Miss Affie B. Childs is at home from
-Mr. John Stetsor1 of Hartford, is very uor; Paris, 700 voters, $+r+·33 worth;
Bethel, 2bout 550 voters, $1,367; and Mil- We st Upton, Mass., where she has been
low with cancerous humor in the stomach.
ton
Plantation
with
less
than
50
voters,
at
wo:·k.
G. C. C.
The physician says the disease is liable to
$i,8sr.s 3 .
E~st Peru.
terminate fatall_v at any moment.
School in Dist. No. r., East Peru, clos....:.c.A. Coolidge, agent, has called the B~b!;e{fs. every Friday night at H. H. ed on Friday, Mar. 4, after a term of thirannual school meeting for District No. 2,
teen week,.
Attendance 20; average 18.
to be held at the village school house on
At about ten o'clock Sa'urday night,fire
The following pupils were not absent oneTuesday, March I$, at 7 o'dock P. M.
was discovered in the office of the Lewis- half day: Alice J. Irish, Elda Babb, vVal::\<labelC.
-Moses Young of East Sumner, came ton Gazette.
The fire was slight, but there lace S. ·DeShon, Willis Haines.
to Canton to mill, vVednesday.
With six was much damage to the material in ex- Kidder, teacher.
oxen he hauled up about 35 bushels of tinguishing it. The proprietors
estimate
East
Run1f"'ord.
com of his own raising, to be ground for the loss roughly at $3,000; insured; cause
The "beautiful snow•· still continues to
feed.
t
unknowr..
The office of LeMessager in fall. and it is hard work for the teams and
-C. F. \\'heeler of East Rumford. was the floor below was damaged by water,
people to keep above it. The storm and
in town ,:vednesday. to market a load of
blow of,Feb. 24, rendered the roads imThe grand jury at Farmington,
March passable for two days. Notwithstanding,
potatoes.
JJe says there is a large quantiand were discharged.
They "parties" have been the order of the clay.
ty of potatoes in this vicinity yet to come 5, reporkd
found
seven
indictmer1ts,
one
of
which A party of the neighbors in this place met
market.
was
against
the
Maine
Central
railroad
for at Mr. Joseph Snnpson's,
Thursday,
and
-Mr. I-I. P. Knight, last Sabbath,closed
got blockaded in the snow. Three of the
hi:; three months engagement
with the causing the death of Lawrence Garcelon,
Baptist church, during which time he has who was run over by an excursion train ladies made Mrs. Simpson a good long viswho
labored very successfully.
An effort will last summer near North Jay while return- it. One of our wo"rthy townsmen
lives at the head of the Falls stayed one
be made to induce Mr. Knight to leave his ing from Old Orchard.
studies at Waterville
main in Canton.

St1bscri;,tion, $1,'50 Par Year.
$1.25 if Pa.id in Ad1ro.noe.

train"

home in

The ladies of Brittun's Mills give an entertainment and dance at Fuller's Hall, on
Tuesday evening, March r5, for the benefit of Livermore Cornet Band. The entertainment will consist of band concert;
drama; comedetta; hulled corn, cake an.d
coffee supper; to conclude with a masqueracle and necktie dancing party.
Good music.

Peru.
The funeral of Mrs. Betsey Gammon
was held on \Vednesday. Feb. 23, at the
church where she loved to attend worship.
Services were conducted by Rev. Mr. Ventres.
The Ladies' Circle met with "Mrs. vVm.
Bent on Thursday, March 3d, and there
was a full and pleasant gathering:
It being the annual meeting, the following officers were elected :-Pres.,
Mrs. Wm.
Bent; Vice Pres., i\Irs. Roscoe Roberts;
Sec. and Treas., Mrs. Arthur Haseltine;
Directors,
Mrs. 0. Robinson,
Mrs. II.
Walker, Mrs. E. Burgess, Mrs. H. Robinson. Few ladies know better than tho,e
of this Circle how to set a good table or
how to make those who come to these
gatherings feel at bome. As for purpose
and energy in every good word and work,
Peru ladies are not behind those of sister
towns.
OKE Wuo WAS THERE.

Rumford

Falls.

No.10.

stand that a child of v\'111. l\hbott is sick
with the aboYe named disease.
Friday tnorning, ~lar. 4th. Wat\ the tllinl
coldest morning of the season.
(,Wc .. inelude March as' the searnn of winter-'can
you call it anything else.')
• Se,·eral persons attended the dedication
ball at \Ve~t Paris. at Opera Hall. Mii'r. 4th.
Our singing school is drawing to· a close.
The annual reports of this town ·were
got up and printed in a ver_vcommen~-~.blc
style.
\Vm. Colby is ver_y feeble; he ¥ias' nol
been out doors for some time.
Gilbert Tuell and wife are visiting hi,
father, Dea. Chas. Tuell.
Farmers in this vicinity ha,·e imprCfve::
the traveling.
Who says that two feet don·t make a
yard, Col.?
P.

MUICIPAL EtEJTIONr.
BETHEL -Mod .. N. E. Skillings; Clerk.
S. S. Abbott; Treas., O. II. Ma,on: Selectmen, etc., John Barker, W. R. Eames.
J. D. Hastings; Supen·isor, S.S. Abbott;
Collector, T. II. Chapm:tn; Auditor,Enoch
Foster.
BucKFIRLD.-Mod.,
T. S. Bridgham:
Clerk, Alfred Cole; T,·eas., C. Gardnier:
Selectmen. etc .. A. F. Mason, A. P. Bonney, C. C. Spaulding:
Supervisor, J., F.
Decoster; Collector, Geo. Bridgham.
Appropriations:
for
highways,
$2,500:
schools. $r.103; town chargea. etc., $500:
poor, $500.
DrxFIELD.-Mocl.,
\V. T. Eustis; Clerk,
Emerson Wait; Treas., r;eorge Holt; Selectmen, etc. Frank Stanley,
Emerson
Wait, Albion Holman; Supervisor, Albert
D. Park; Collector, Albion L. Douglas,.
HARTFORn.-Mod.,
\V. S. Robinson;
Clerk, M. C. Osgood; Treas., M. C. ·Osgood; Selectmen, etc., Stephen E. Irish,
F. L. vVarren, T. B. W. Stetson;
Supe1·visor, W. S. Robinson; Collectur,
Henr_v
Parsons.
Appropriations:
for highways,
$2,CXX>; schools, $800, tcnvn charge~, etc.,
$6oo; free high school,$ 100; to work road
machine, $800.
LrVERMORE.-Mod.,
Chai-les
Fu! !er:
Clerk, W. M. Bennett; Treas., R. B. Bradford; Selectmen, etc., Geo. T. Piper.Chas.
F. Pike, I. T. Monroe; Com., Chas. L.
Day. Appropriations:
schools, $1 .22s;
free high school, $350. Voted to tax dogs.
MExrco.-·••fod.,
Sewell Goff; Clerk,
Lewis H. Reed; Trei.s., Henry W. Park;
Selectmen, etc., Stillman A. Reed, George
F. Dorr, Hiram T. Richards; Supervisor.
John E. Richards; Collector and Constable, D. G. Taylor.
Appropriations:
for
highways, $.,oo; schools, amount required
bv law: town charges, etc,, $1 ,ooo. HighV:a_vmoney to be paid in cash or by certificate from Surveyor entitling holder to
equal credit on tax.
RuMFORn.-Mod.,
A.H. Price; Clerk,
James S. Mor,e; Treas., C. W. Kimball;
Selectmen, etc., Waldo Pettengill, Samuel
L. .Mood v. J. H. Martin; Supervisor,
Edmund H_- Elliott; Collector, Chas. H. Abqott .. Appropriations:
for highways, $2,2.50; schools, $804.80; town, debt and interest, $200; town poor. $400; current expenses, $500.
,
SuMNER.-Mod., Wm. R. Sewall: Clerk,
G. A. Chandler; Treas., Hiram B. Chandler; Selectmen, etc., S. F. Stetson, L.B.
Heald, N. M. Varney; Com., A. B. Briggs,
W. H. Eastman, H. S. Coburn; Collector,
Israel A. Fletcher; compensation
for collecting taxes, $70. Appropriations
: for
highways, $3,000; schools, $811.20; town
charges, etc., $1,000;· roads and bridges,
(cash) $200. Voted $200, for road machine.
Voted to have town reports printed hereafter.
WoonsTOCK.-Mod.,
Albion P. Cole:
Clerk, Alden Cha~e: Treas., James L.
Bowker; Selectmen, etc., Samuel L. Russ.
Otis S. Dudley, Ha:1110 H. Cushman:
(:om., Geo. L. Cushman, Herbert C. Bacon; Collector and Constable,
Alden
Cha5e. Appropriations:
fr.,,. hig-h ways.
$2,500; schools, $800; town charges, etc ..
$_:;oo. To pay town debt, $1 ,ooo; for poor,
$6oo.

There has been a time in the not very
distant past, when the characters that live
just above the Falls have been wont to eat
bread made of the flour that came in
through the "back door"-good
bread,too.
Much better than no bread at all. Alth.ough we might prefer that it shou.ld
come regularly through the front entry,
still we are not ,o strenuous
about it that
we would be willing to g<> hungry ra.ther
than take things that come to us from the
sou'"est or any other point of compass.
\:Ve trnst that our old friend from down
river, ifhe (?) may still have the opportunity, will feel it incumbent
on him
1.5 lbs. Standard
Granulated,
19 lbs.
either to "fish or cut bait" to a greater ex- Good Brown, or 17 lbs. White Coffee Sutent than he has fished or cut in the great gar for $1.00 at H. H. Burbank's
heretofore, and will start fo1· the head waDied.
ters without more ado.
JoH:--;.
Peru-F'eb.
20, Mrs. Betsey Gammon,
aged 43 years.
West Sumner.

--------

We are sorry to hear that there is another case of diphtheria in town. \Ve unde,·-

10

bank's.

lbs.

Rice for 50 cts. at H. H. Bur-

ONYCHOMANCY.

A.faintness came over me as he spoke, asylum at Cleveland. Escaping from
and I had to sit down. We were on the the place, he went tramping over the
by the
opp-osite sides of the stove, and I saw country and walked in upon me in the The Art of Divination
Finger
Nails.
that he was a man of about 80, medium queer manner I have related.-[Ncw
height, slight build, and respectable York Sun.
rl,fflLJSBED TllURSDAYI, AT
A Doctor Says There is a Growing Oraze
appearance.
There was nothing ab:ut
A.lask a' s Wonderful Sc;nery.
for Long Nails.
••
him of the tramp or tough, and· his voice
From the northwest corner of WashCANTON.OXFORDCO., ME.
was a pleasant one. I was certain I had ington Territory, along the coast line of
''In these days of chirognomy and
never seen him before, and I also ieU British' Columbia, and as far north as
S. Ir. SA'RlEK, EdUw H4 Proprietor.
from the first that there was something the· city of Juneau, Alaska, nearly a chiromancy and all the other ologies
and ancics relating to people's hands·•
wrong in his coming the way he did. thousand miles, a pictures-que panorama
A. belated
or storm- bound traveller of towering, precipitous mou,ntaiiis and and heaGfs and noses and ears, it is sur- •
The amount of capital and capital stock
would have been full of remarks and broad rivers and bays is spread out be- prising that no one has as yet revived
put into new industrial enterprise in the
said a
questions, and he would not have locked fore the ever-devouring gaze of the the old art of onychomancy,"
South during 1886 is reported by the
the doors on us. I looked him over like traveler.
Nature's noblest efforts in South Side physician the other day to a
Ohicago Jmrnal at $129,000,000, as
one in a dream. I felt a great faintness scenic effects are here displayed.
It is Chicago Herald reporter.
Q_gainst
$66,000,000 in 1881i.
Co~miugling tints grow fainter;
"What is onycbomancy1 Well, it is
and a great fear, and yet I could not as if the Yellowstone National Park or
A dim fire burning low
help but watch him. He did not return the mountainous regions of Colorado the art of divinati'on by the nails, and
California Indians ar~ fast becomlng
Ah, never skill of painter
my gaze. Now and then his eyes met were partly sunken into the sea until was much practised by some of our
civilized. One of them called upon the
Can mix the colors so.
A mel!owed beauty lingers;]
I think
mine, but for the most part he was look- their gulches and valleys were converted many-times-great-grandfathers,
editor of the Cresent City Rewrd a few
A curtain, pearly gray,
in the eighteenth century.
The most
ing carelessly around the room or at the into waterways.
days ago and threatened to scalp him for
A.
grand
salt
water
Is drawn by unseen fingers
publishing his name in the paper as getstovepipe. By and by it came to me river (the Inland Passage) in places learned and distinguished of onychomanAcross the face of day.
that he was an rnsane man, and for half hundreds of fathoms deep, with waters cists was Jerome Cardan, who was conting drunk and raising a row.
Gone the resplendent wonder;
a minute I shnt my eyes and had the as clear as an Alpine lake, whose shores sidered as great an oracle in his day as
God's
glot·y
passed
away,
The Northwestern Lunwerman estimates
hardest kind of a fight to keep from in places can be reached by a pebble Mr. Heron-A.Hen is at preset, though
We stand the gray sky under,
that the product of lumber of all kinds iu
fainting away. When I opened them thrown from the ship's side, reaches' Cardan never made such pratical use of
Beside a sea.of gray.
the United States has risen from 18,091,he was regarding me with a cunning from Puget Sound as far up the coast as his reputation as the wide-awake EnglishAnd sigh because life's story,
Like sunset's fleeting kiss,
856,000 feet in 1880 to 24,000,000,000
man has done. He was a languid, blnse
leer, and directly he said:
Chilkoo, Alaska, about 100 miles above
Tells tales of transient glory,
feet in 1886, and that three-quarters of it
"You think you will run away from Juneau. An impenetrable wall of cedar, P,1risian, always inventing some new
Lost
rapture,
vanished
bliss.
is consumed in cities and villagcs,lcaving
school, but I shall have my eyes on you spruce nnp. hemlock timber lines either method for making life endurable--[Brooklyn Magazine.
only one-quarter for farms, mines and
methods, by the way, whose only merit
all the time. School will now begin."
shore, reaching from the water's edge to
•ailroads.
He went to my desk and iang the timber line on the mountain sides, and would seem to be originality.
"Monsieur Cardan found relief in
handbell in a vigorous manner, picked as far inland as the eye can reach. TakHe devoted a great deal
The most novel advertising schema
up a ruler and a book, and then, stand- ing our trip in the month of December, Onychomancy.
In the winter of 1874-5 I was teaching
heard of l~teiy was recently adopted by a
ing in front of the desk he, said to me: arriving at Juneau on the 23d, we were of time to the art, and became quite
a country school in Ohio, not far from
prPficieat in it. He himself was the
merchant m Carthage, Illinois. A. seriea
"Class in orthography come fcrward."
agreeably surprised to find the weather
the village of Medina. I was a girl only
of P:odigious boot tracks were painted,
While as I told you, I was terribly only moderately cold and not at all un- proud lJossessor of extraordinarily large
17 years old, and weighed less than 100
leading from each side of the public
frightened, I had the presence of mind comfortable.
The valleys above the sea nails-nails so magnificent in volume and
pounds, ancl those who knew me would
square to his establishment. The scheme
to understand that I had a lunatic to and lower mountains were entirelv free shape that he counted them as 'one of
have laughed at the idea of my having
it is said, worked to perfection, fo;
deal with, and that he must be humored.
from snow and covered with ve,,.~tation the four eminent gifts bestowed upon
any presence of mind in the face c,f
everybody seemed curious enough to folWhen he had repeated his command a not yet turned brown by the hard frost& him in order that he mirrht he distin· •
danger.
low the tracks to their destination.
guished from the rest of ~aukind.'
of winter. -( Alaska Free Press.
It was a walk of n mile to the farm- second time I went forward to a recita"By means of these nails ho is said to
tion bench, and he began giving out
The carrier-pigeon service of Paris is house where I was boarding, and in words for me to spell.
Getting A "Iloose."
have foretold his future almost exactly,
The "lesson"
almost as completely organized as is the stormy weather I was conveyed to and was not half over when my belief in his
A.n English clergyman,
living for finding it traced out upon them almost
telegraph system, for missives can be serl't fro in the sleigh. It was clearly under- insanity was confirmed.
A.fter the first many years in Devonshire, relates the as plainly as in a map. For instance,
by the winged messengers to neighboring stood that should it come on to snow few words he began to pronouncd back- following as a fair illustration of the omens of ill presented themselves in the
and
bluster
during
the
day
the
farmer
forts and towns, and even to distant
quaint simplicity of the Devonshire form of livid or black marks on the nail
ward. When he gave out the word folk·
places in the provinces. The staff num- was to come for me at the close of school. unicorn he pronounced it ''corn uni."
In
ordinary
weather
the
walk
was
one
to
O~e very cold clay in December h1:, of ~he f_orcfinger, while marks perfectly
bers 2,500 trained birds. The Parisians
When I gave it the right pronunciation
.
.
white m the same place were proo-nosduring the terrible days of the last sieO'e' be enjoyed. Just after noon on the and began to spell it in a proper way he was makmg pansh calls and on coming tics of cominO' ood fortune
S eeks on
O
18th
day
of
January
it
began
learned the value of the pigeon post, a~Hi
to a s_tream by foot bridge, was greatly the thumb !ail meant • a ;oachin
interrupted me with:
to
snow
and
blow
in
the
most
furious
fue lesson has not been forgotten.
•
PP
g
"Stop! The world has been going on surprised on seemg below him one of his
manner, while the temperature fell 20°
flock wading up to his knees in water ho~ors, an~ ncbes were heralded on the
' nail of the mdex finoer. The size color
Italy is having so much trouble in A.bys• inside of two hours. We had a snug too fast for the last fifty years, and must f
o:t:o alpdpabrentth.
refason. He was blue and precise locati;n of the different
synia, where Rasalula recently destroyed brick schoolhouse, a large pile of dry stop, or be thrown off its axis. We
w1
co , u t 1s Tl
ace wore a very cle• spec k s were all matters of the greatest
nearly the entire Italian force in that wood, and no one kaew how cold it was must go backward where we can."
termiacd
. aspec .
1e cIergyman, grent- importance.
In pursuance of bis theory he procountry, that the Chamber of Deputies un.til school was dismissed for the day.
surprised, asked,
"Why Robert
" •
have approved a credit to lay a cable to Then there were many complaints from nounced the word "fulfil" as "filful " ly
what in the world are you about?
Did you know," he continued, "that
Massowah from the Islands of Perim
the scholars, but all finally got away antl and I humored him by spelling words Have you lost anything?"
, ~he Jews held_ some extraordinary opinwhich will connect with the Red Se~ I was left alone to wait for the farmer's that way. After about half an hour he
"Aw, naw, sir," replied Robert; "l ions about nails? They used to believe
cable and establish communication with sleigh, which I had everv reason to- be- laid the book down, complimenting me aint Jost nothin', but, you see, I be to that before the fall, the bodies of our
Rome.
A.nd only a little more than lieve would soon be at the door. It was on my smartness, and during a recess of sing bass in the choir Christmas day, and first parents were re:fectly transparent,
twenty years ago the interior of Abyssynia almost dark at 4 o'clock, and I got my five minutes he walked up and down the I be trying to get a hoose" (vernaculaJ and that of. these lucid envelopes of the
was almost an unknown country, though things on and sat down by the stove and floor, with his bead down and his arms for hoarseness. )-(Livin~
Church.
soul our nails were the sole surviving
remains. Curious
belief, wasn't it7
England has had representatives at Mas• waited three-quarters of an hour before behind him, like one in deep thought.
You wouldn't care to be so exquisitely
sowah for a century.
beginning to wonder why Farmer Wat- Thus far he had betrayed no temper nor
The Work of a llloment,
transparent yourselfi
Neither should I.
kins did not driveup.
We had a couple sign of violence, and I began to breathe
Did you ever write a letter, and just
The Emperor of Russia's dentist must of lamps, and I ligh~ed one and berran easier. I even calculated that it mirrht
"This long-nail craze is growing more
as you were finishing it, let your pen fall
enjoy practicing his science upon the im- work on an intricate mathematical p:Ob- be possible to trick him. He presen~ly
and more fashionable, isn't it? I notice
on it, or a drop of ink blot the fair page1
perial grinders, for while he is at work lem. Time slipped fast away, and when called me up to recite in geography, and
some of my patients wear regular claws,
It was the work of a moment, but the
two gendarmes keep loaded pistols point- I got up it was half-past 5. I then felt here his insanity was still more apparent.
and the more fashionable the woman the
evil could not be effectually effaced.
ed at his head, and the Lord Chamber- that some accident had happened my When he asked me what an island was
longer and more pointed her nails. I
Did
you
never
cut
yourself
unexpectedly
lai~ stands at his side with II sabre, to friends and they would not come for and received the answer as given in th~
suppose it is founded on the Chinese
and
quickly¥
It took day$ or weeks to
whisk off his hand if it touches the Czar's me, and I decided to foot it home. I lesson, he struck the desk witll his ruler
idea that long nails are indications of
heal
the
wound
and
even
then
a
~car
reperson.
At least this is the talc that a had not left the schoolhouse a hundred
gentility, since they are inconsistent
and exclaimed :
mained.
It
is
related
of
Lord
Broucrhformer American resident in St. Peters- feet behind when I realized that I must
with any mechanical employment or
"It is not so. We have been fools.
man,
a
celebrated
English
noblcm~n,
burg relates to his friends in Boston. return to it. The wind was blowing at A.n island is a hill 200 hundred feet hioh
such a vulgar pursuit as workinrr for
that
one
day
he
occupied
a
conspicuous
Some one has thrown cold water on this the rate of fifty miles an hour, and di- and these hypocrites knew it all 7h~
one's bread. I've reacl that in N:bia
place
in
a
group
to
have
his
daguerreogossip by affirming that the autocrat has rectly in my face, while the air was so time."
the long finger nail is considered an
type
taken.
But
at
an
unfortunate
mo·
the finest teeth in Europe, and no den- full of snow tbat one could not see six
i~clisputable proof of good birth and
It was 11 o'clock at night before he ment he moved. The picture was taken
tist has ever meddled with them.
high rank; so much so that the aspirin"'
ceased asking questions in geography.
feet away. That night the thermometer
but his fact! was blurred.
Do you asit
Nubian who wishes to get into socict;
registered 17 degrees below zero, and Then I asked for permission to go home what application
would
he
make
of
There is an resthctic street car con- much live stock froze to death.
and belong to the upper ten thousand
and get my slate pencil. He accorded
these facts? Just this: It takes a. lifeductor of Philadelphia who for the past
It was a bit lonesome when I re- it, but as I reached the locked door he time to build a character, it only takes constantly exposes his or her finger-tips
two years has spent much of his spare turned to the schoolhouse and let my- called:
to cedar fires, a process which insures
amoment to destroy 1t.
"Watch and
time in making his car beautiful.
Two self in and felt the little structure trembthe expansion of the nail. It seems to
"No, you can't go. You are one of
handsome silk flags adorn the centre of ling under the rising gale, but I re- the children who spit on the floor to-day,· pray," therefore, "that ye enter not into me that we are fast descending, or astemptation."
Let him that thinkcth he
the car, and the bell rope is jauntily lighted the lamps, brought in a lot of and I shall keep you here."
cending, as you choose to call it, to
standeth take heed lest he fall.
lined with knots of brightly colored wood from the store-room, and found
From 11 to 12 I sat in a chair near the
the Nubian standard, since length of
worsted. Ile takes great pride in this enough of my noonday meal le.ft in the stove, while he pacid up and down and
Ages of Crowned Heads.
nail really seems to be taken as a critework. The attendants at the stables say basket to take the edge of my hunger muttered and mumbled in II strange way
Here, according to the "A.lmanach de rion of good breeding.
I heard a friend
he scrubs and airs his car with all the off. I had no idea of being obliged to to himself. Whenever the fire got low I Gotha," is a table showing the ages on of my daughter the other day tnlkin<Y
care of a housekeeper. A. sponge is pass the night there, but confidently ex- replenished it without objections from Jan. 1, 1887, "f the various crowned about a young lady who has late];
always to be seen in the car. No man on pected to be called for at any moment. him, nor did he seem aware of the storm heads, etc.: Emperor William of Ger- moved into the neighborhood,
the line keeps his temper better in a time It had come to be 8 o'clock, and I was raging outside. Just after midni,.,ht he
many, 89; Pope Leo XIII, 70; William
" 'I don't think she can be much,, said
of blockade.
getting very nervous, when the outside made me work examples Oil the "'black- III, King of the Netherlands,
09; the young woman.
" 'Why?' was asked.
It is in Cincinnati proposed that in the door opened and I heard a step in the board for an hour, and once or twice Charles III, Prince of :l\Ionaco, GS; Vic" 'Well, I happened to see her with
year 1888, the 100th anniversary of the hall. I jumped up to close the stove became very much excited. A.ccordiag toria, Queen of Great Birtam, 07; Peter
first settlement of the Ohio Valley and and turn out the lights, but before I to his theory I must not figure that two II, Emperor of Brazil, 61; Francis Jo- her glove off and her nails were quite
the great Northwest Territories, the cen- had accomplished the latter object the and two made four, but that the total seph, Emperor of Austri·1, 50; Leopold, short and rouacl," in a disgusted tone.
This was settin,., the King of the Belgians, 51; Louis, King
"Have you permission to me the intral states of the Union, the State of door to the schoolroom was opened and was nothing.
He was world 1>ack. A.fter a rest we had~ reci- of Portugal, 48; Charles, Kin!!:
- of Rou- form ar100 a b ou t onyc h amoncy? Oh, by
Ohio, and the city of Cincinnati should in walked a total stranger.
be adequately celebrated by a great and covered with snow, and bis cap was tation in grammar, another in reading, mania, 47; Abdul Hamid, the Sultan, all means. ll'Iy daughters heard me talkelaborate display of agricultnre, com- drawn down until most of his face was aacl at 3 o'clock he rang the bell, and 44; Humbert, King of Italy, 42; Alex- ing about it tho other day, and since
nuder III, Emperor
of Russia, 41; then they have been hard at work stud
merce, manufactures and art, marking the hidden. He did not seem to even 0,.,lance calmly observed:
"Children, school is dismissed. To- George, Krng of the Greeks, 41; :Milan in" up all the books th
ld
d Y·
progress made in a century. It was unan- at me, but advanced to the stove, shook
imously resolved by the Board of Com- off the snow, pulled off cap and over- morrow being Saturday, there will be no King of Servi a, 32; the King of Spain: th~ subject. To tell :~e ctou fiu on
a
few
months
ruth,
I
purmissioners representing the Cincinnati coat, and then held out bis hands to the school."
'.rhen, without even scemin,., to be
•
posely awakened their interest iu it with
Chamber of Commerce, Board of Trade warmth. I was what you might justly aware of my presence, he put O on his
An Oregon Sand Storm.
the idea that a little talk abont , red
There was no fear
and Ohio Mechanics' Institute that an term dumfouncled.
overcoat, drew his cap over his ears, and
Trains on the Northern Pacific rail- sp~cks' and 'black specks' would be a
Exposition be held, which though being of him, but his unexpected advent and passed out into the storm and left me ro~d were recently detained between :elief ~ro~ the eternal chatter upon
the Fourteenth Cincinnati Industrial Ex- the cool manner in which he acted quite alone. I lost no time in locking the ,v1llows and Alkali, Ore., by a sand head Imes and 'heart lines' and what
position, shall bear to the wodd at largo took my breath away for a couple of doo1s behind him, and it was not until storm. The wind blew so hard that the not which I have been compelled to liste
However, I finally ·found
the name of the Centennial Exposition of minutes.
dayhght that I got over the fea1 of his locomotive headlight aad lights in Jan- to for the last six months.
I>
the Ohio Valley and Central States; that voice to inquire:
return. Soon after daybreak U nclc Billy terns carried by the train hands were
"Did Uncle Bill send you for mei"
it shall be broad in its scope, extensive in
.
T~? Most Tro.nblesome.
He looked me in the eyes for a few came for me, having been detained the extinguished, and sand drifted upon the
preparation, comprescnsive in detail, and
day before by a sick hor:;e, aad sending tracks faster than it could be shovelled
DilbyWell, Filtrip, you've been on
II
to which shall be invited the exhibitors seconds, and then walked through to me a message which was not delivered.
off.
The
only
way
the
trains
O'Ot
throuo-h
farm
for several years-what
is tho
the
outer
door,
locked
it,
came
back
to
st
of the world. In this is asked the supWe had scarcely finished breakfast when was by shovellinO' the ~and fr;ll1 mo -troublesome thing you've ever tried
port of the Federal Government the the inner door and lf'ckcd that, and a;
the dead aad frozen body of my crazy the track
and "' pushing
ahead to r~ise_?"
•
Central States, the State of Ohio, th~ city he slipped the keye~ into his pocket, he schoolmaster was brought in. He was, foot by foot, the snni closing in behind "Filtrip (who 1s hopelessly in debt)of Cincinnati, and the people generally, said;
Wh~, the, mos~ troublesome, unprofita''This is going to be a bitter cold in truth, an old schoolmaster, and had the cars as fast as they were moved on.
which action has received the hearty ingone insane and been confined in an -[New York Sun •
tbmg
Ive tried
\ ble
gage,
"-[Free
Press.to raise is a mort •
. night."
ilorsement of the bodies represented.

THE TELEPHONE

Sunset.
A ball of fire suspended
Low o'er a molten sea;
Infinite glory blended
Lost in eternity.
A vivid crimson paling,
With pencilings of gold;
A white cloud outward sailing
Foam billows, fold on fold.
A quivering, radiant rapture;
Red torches flaming high;
A thousand wave3 that capture
Pale rose tints from the sky.
A lesser glory blending
With bl~, more faintly blue;
A rosy light ascending
To pierce all distance through.

--------

A School Teacher's Story.
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The Brampton Hospital for Consumptives, distinct reflections beyond 1-500, 000 of
in London, reports that over fifty _people
out every hundred consumptives, are victima an inch, but Professors Abner and Scott
Gf constipated or inactive kidneys.
an
Consumption 18 one of our national dis- ~f Jena Universit_y have perfected
ease,, and the above report goes to prove ll)Strument that will render 1-204, 700,what has often been said in our columns dur- 000 of an inch perfectly visible.
ing the last eight years, that kidney troubles
are not only the cause of more than half the
An English milling engineer says that
cases of consumption, but of ninety out of
every hundt·tl<I.other common diseases. '!'hey o. majority of the 8, 000 flouring mills in
who havo ta.kou this position, made their the United Kingdom contain machinery
claims after an elaborate investigation, and
or
their. proof that they have discovered a spe- of foreign make, usually Americ;n
cific.for the te1-rible and stealthy kidney dis- German, because it works better than
eases; which have become so prevalent
tkat made in England.
among--us, is w:iw and convincing.
We hav" recently received from them a
It is suggested by Bucholtz, of Berlin,
fresh supply or their wouder!ul advertising.
They have challenged the medic-al profession that the presence of fleecy rounded
and science to •i)\YGStigate.- They have inelectrical
,•estigate\i, aud those who .a're !rank .have •cirrus cloudjl de~tcs a highly
admitted the truth of their statements.
condition of the upper· atmosphere,
a
Th~y claim tbat ninety per cent. of diseases
mouthful of cigar smoke being found to
1
kii~~;s i:~~vth:i~~!i81ott~
assume 1he same aspect when near a
come filled with uric acid poison: that this
uric acid poison in the blood carries disease charged electrophorus.
through every organ.
In the extensive oyster culture experiThere is enough uric acid developed in the
system within twenty-four hours to kill half ments of the United States governiv,ent
a do7,en men.
•
is being givitn to
This being a reiontific fact, it reqtiires only particular attention
ordinary wisdom to see the effect inactive
methods for preserving the young. Wire
'kidners must have upon the system.
baskets three feet square and six inches
Or~a~. is
t~e.~~:,e~I:~~•i;t
deep are used for collecting the spat,
come inactive, we know it at once, but other
which adhere closely to the sides and
!~rdi:!a~Wi:e
~~~:r:~~~U: bottom, this device enabling the ope·alater on, and often when it is too late, because the ell'ects are remote from the kidneys tors to prevent the accumulation of mud
and thos9 organs are not,lsuspected to be out the great foe of the oyster industry,
by
of order.
Prgans that Pre weak and diseased are un-: frequent shakings of the baskets.
An
able to resi.it the attacks of this poison, and
the disease often takes tbe form of and is average oyster is expected to yield 10,treated as a lo:al atfiiction, when in reality
'JOO,000 young.
:the real cause of tbe trouble was inactive
Eight years of almost continuous
perkidneys.
Too mo.uy medical men of the present day sonal experiment has confirmed the early
hold what was a faJt twenty years ago, that
kidney disease.is incurable, a·~cording to the; view of Dr. J. M. Anders that house
medicines autl\orized by tbeir code. Hence, plants are entitled to a very high rank
they ignore the original cause of disease it-:
self, aud give their attention to useless treat- among sanitary agents,
In a new work
e~!c~~tient with quinine, mor- he even asserts the conviction that livphine, or with salts and other physics, hop- ing plants serve as an efficient protection
ing that thus nature may cure the disease,
while the kidneys continue to waste away agamst consumption of the lungs, besides
with inflammation, ulceration and decay, and rendering- important
service in other
the vic~im eventually perishes.
An abundance of
The same quantity of blood that passe,; conditions of di.ease.
flowers, indeed, seems to oiler an im}~~11~\~J~:;se:;!•a~!~et~11~gi;i~~~ ;~~k:~~
this disease and takes'i.t all through the sys- fcrfcct substitute for cut-do9r life when
tem. Hence it is, that the claim is made that in-door life is unavoidable.
iVarner's safe cure, the only known speWith regard to glacier ice, a curious
cific for kidney diseases, cures 90 per cent.
of human ailments, because it, and it alone, speculation lias recently been made, acis able to maintain the natural activity of the
glacier,
kidneys, and to neutrn.lize and remove the cording to which the Aletsch
uric acid, or kidney poison, as fast as it is situated between the Jungfrau and the
formed.
valley
of
the
Haute
Rhone,
if
it
were
If tbis acid is not removed, there is inactivity of tbe kidneys, and there wiil be produced
in th~ syst.em paralysis, apoplexy, dyspep- cut into blocks of the size of the Paris
Bourse, and these blocks were put side
sia, consumption, heart disease, headaches,
rheumatism, pneumonia, Jmpotency and all by side, would furnish sufficient ice to
the nameless disease; of delicate women. If
the poisonous matter is separate,l from the form a double ring round the earth
blood, as fast as it is formed, these diseases, along the equator. • Most of the Swiss
i.n a mnjority of cases, would not exist.
It only requires n particle or small-pox ,glaciers arc far too difficult of access to
virus to produce that vile disease, and the muke it probable that they should ever
poisonous matter from the kidneys, passing
all through the system o.nd becomin~ lodged be utilized for industrial pusposcs.
at ditre1·ent weak points, is equally destrucThe fact has been satisfactorily estabtive, although more disguised.
lf it wer" possible for us to see into the lished by various scientific researches,
0
t~~~~~~ fh°e~b~~:s
that many substances
absorb luminous
other parts of the syst3m, carrying this rays during the day, and at night emit
deadly virus with it. all would believe without hesitation what has so often been stated
these rays in such a manner as to impress
in advertisements in tbeso columns, tbat the
plates, although they may
ltldueys are the most imporu.i.ut organs ia the photographic
body.
not .be perceptible to the unaided
eye.
They may regard this article as an adver•
in
tieement and refus~ to believe it, but that is Artists have not only succeeded
a matter over which we have no control. photographing the visible night phosCareful inve3tigation and science itself are
phorescence of Mont Blanc's summit,
0
:r::t~p~~~r:t
t:::nt~~y°~f:~i:~
but have even secured an impression of
the system as a health rngulator. and as sucb.
landscape - invisible
to
should be closely wat:hed for the least sign a midnight
of disordered action.
the eye-on the terrace of 'the observaAs n result of •he wholesale destruction
tory at Pra...:g:...u_e_.
_____
_
<if birds for orna , ent I purposes, 10ports
from Sout11 Caro ina state that ravages of
Insects in that st tc J,.s, season w~re greatc1·
A
Plea
for
the
Bird~.
than l ver before known.
-----Maurice Thompson
says in the New
"Isn't that Mrs. Holmes? I thought the Orleans Times-Democrat:
A.side from
doctors gave her up. She looks well now."
"She is well. After the doctors gave up her
case she tried Dr. Pierce's 'l!'avorite Prescril)- its incomparable song and its bright, vition' and began to get better right away. I vacious ways, the mocking- bird is of
heard heraay not long ago t.ho.tsheha.dn't felt
so well in twenty years. She does her own great value to those who own orchards
or vineyards.
No bird, if we except the
~r~
raised from the dead, almost.' Thus do thou- cat-bird, is so great a destroyer of the
sa.nds attest the ma.rvelous efficacy of this Godgiven remedy for female ,veakness, prolapsus,
insects, grubs and larvre that infest
ulceration.
leu.corrhrea., morning sickness.
weakneas of stomach, te'.ldency to cancerous orange, pear, pecan and peach trees, and
disease, nervous prostration, i:eneral debility
whoever has observed closely will admit
and kindred aff_ec_ti_ou_s_.
__
_
tqat no scuppernong
vine should be
The rare ,r.anuscript, 1n th~ great Paris
to defend it
flbrt1rv are to be photographed so tllat they without its mocking-bird
,:r:ayJ:iereproduc d if de,troy,·d.
from its enemies.
When you suffer the
mocking-birds
to be destroye:1 you persaffo~~e;~~r;!11~~vac~~r
}~!1
and drowHy,appetite unsteady. frequ<lnthead- mit the doom of fruit-growing
to be
a.che or dizziness. you aro b1lious," and noTwenty years
thinc: will arouse your liver to action and sealed on the gulf coast.
mtrengthen up your system like Dr. Pierce's
ago the apple, peach and pear crops of
'"Golden Medical Discovery" By drwudsts.
now they
A scientis sufl'ges s that criminals be exe- Indiana were superabundant;
.euted bv electricity. This is shocking.
are scarcely of any value in a general
Delicate diseases of either sex, however In- way; the secret lies largely in the deduced, speedilf, and permanently cured.
struction of insectivorous birds.
In In:~~~ 0M~i1i~u rl';~~;~s~~~ts11i~df~:rr;;so~t
diana, as on the gulf coast, the climate
tion, 683Main street. B111Ialo.N. Y.
bas had to bear all the blame, while the
The making of artificial leather isreporte,J
from Germ_a_u:...y.
_____
_
cheap shotgun, the net and the snare
Relief is immediat.e, and a cure 8Ure. Piso•s have been doing the work; still the truth
Remedy for Uatal'I'h. W cents.
remains that it is no colder now in one
N. E. Ninel
place or the other than it was forty ~ears
ago, when frmt trees flourished in Indiana and when the orange trees were
loaded every year all round the gulf
coast.

Useful

and Hurtful

Hlcdlclne••

There is a certain cla-s of remedies for const ipatio? aba 3 lutely useless. These are boluses
1
0
~:~
:a~~"!:::d
;t1~eord:~e[~:
less ln~redients. 'l'he dama,ge they do to the

do not admit of

I a:i~!;:~::!~.

~~:'."a;::;~;!~::;:~:eu~~:!~:\;~s\:::'.c~:;
a_lwaysdo so violently and nrofusely. and be..ec?ctB~~~~
tar to use the agre,abl.e and salutary aperient.,
Hostetter'• Stomal'h Bitter,, the laxative effect
o! which is never y,reced d by pain, or accom0
~~~~~- b>o~ {~~~~nt:;,:y~it 1
{h~~:.
organJli the stomach and the eatire system.
As a meansot curln-g a.nd preventing malarial!.
fevers, no medicine can compare with it, and
1
~~!k;~
~~t~1he~:'~1s.theT~f~:;,

1~!1~:~~•

;Ex-Oongre,sma.n Weaver, Poatofflee Department, Wash n"ton, D. C., considers Red Star
Cough Cure a remarkable remedial ag('lnt. It
contains no dangercu, narcoti, s, and costa but
tw~nty-f!.v<ic_en_ta_.
____
_
Experiment, by thr•.win corks In the current, or theNor,h Atlantic made bv .Admiral
Grye ,ndicated a d,lly rate of motion of
from twu to sl:x mlleo,

Snff'ering
Womanhood.

Too much eJiort cannot be made to brinl
to the attention of suffering womanhood the
great value of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound as a remedy for the diseases of
women. Such an one ill the wife of General
Barringer, of Winston, N: C., and we quot.
Commissioner or Deeds for all the Stat,s,
Mt. G. F. Reardon, Baltimore, Md., writes from the General's letter as follows: "Dear
that he sutrered !or a longtime with rhe'umaMrs. Pinkham: PleMe allow me to add m:,
ti.em.whl:h yielded to no treatment until ho
tE,stimony to the most excellent medicinal
applied St . .Ja_c_ob_s_~_·i_L
___
_
qualities of your Vegetable Compound. Mrs.
Though they had a. short crop the Iowa
laTmers last year raised corn enough to Barringer was treated for several years for
tat en I 00,000 steers at 3/i bushels per steer;
what the phy1ician called Leucorrhcca and
3,000,000 hogs at ~obnshbls per head,and then
Prolapsus Uteri combined. I sent herto
have 100,000,000 bushels lefI;. for general use,
which Is as little as will n.eet the demand.
Richmond, Va., where sho remained for six
months under the treatment of an eminent
Gold Mlae■
physician without any permanent benefit.
!::!1u~~!1:r!~mt!1it~~
;:'!te;:r!
She was induced to try your medidne, and
you-write to Hallett & Co.; •.PortlanJ';-_M,alne.,
time commenced to i!ll,,you w))J receive' tree. tuliip&r,tieulars about after'a'reasonable
their new business, and learn how some Jut Ye prove and is now able to attend to her busi1
ness
and
considers
herself
fully relieved."
~~ ji2s
t~~
[General'Barringer is the proprietor of the
~!~sf
na,,rtr!~~~=t
you are started free, Send your address, aud American Hotel, ,Vinst-0n, N. C., and b
widely known.]
all will be prond to you.

1
~e;ei:;Sit!.:'lJ::1~::t~~lfl:
~t':t~tt~~·1:~~:

2:anic ailmen_t_s.
_____

"How

are

_

collections,

doctorl''

he

as~.~:o~. ~ young physician. .
.,
,n:yh , h t • ......, •'
• 'ht•"·
, at s t. e ro,...,.,~e·•;;:-mQney,tig •· .
"No; the tr0iuir1e .is,' nobody owes me..
onything. "_'.[Ifarper's
~azar.

fh!';!1:!~~f
:!

PB!ti

Wv"::t;i:;,!~
ci!:~n11~~&~ria.
B!tt•

If toll, han Cuttlnir, Scalding or Stlnglnir
1en.satlons In the pa.rt!! when voidinir urineSwamp.Root will quickly relieve and cure.

:II ~~::•c:p[t:f

•

CURES
WHERE LLust FAILS,
Use

Beet g,,~e~Yt~f,j

•

!~t!:;~ ·

fr°~r:

~~;:~;~ia

ch,' said

1er with

0

the inOh, by
me talk-

Warren, Pa.
Dear Sir:
•
I was taken with a very
severe cold last Spring,
and tried every cure we
had in the store, and could
get no help.
I had o· r village doctor
prescribe for me, but kept
getting worse. I saw another physician from Port
Jervis, N. Y., and he told
me he usecl l'iso's Cure for
Consumption
in his practice.
I bou2:ht a bottle, and
before I 'had taken all of it
there was a change for the
better.
Then l got my employer to order a <,uantity
of the medii:;ine and keep
it in stock.
I took one
more bottle, .and my Cough
was cured.
Hespectfully,
FUANK MCKELVY.

e.
·e been on
mt is the
ever tried
debt)unprofitaa mart-

April

March

A.re the months In which to purify ,-our"blood,and
tor thla purpose there is no meaicine equal to
Hood's :Sa.rsa.parllla. It puritles, vitalizes, and enriches thelblood, removing all traces ot scrofula or
othe-r dl.le&Se. It creates an appetite and imparts
new stren&th and vlgor to the whole body.
It is the
ideal spring medicin~.
Try lt.

f! l!~f,

Hood's

I

May

Hood'sSarsaparllla"lsprepared from San■parllla,
Dandelion, Mandrake, Dock, Pipsfssewa, andJ other
well known and valuable vegetable remediea, The
combination, proportion and ~preparation are peculiar to Hood's Sanaparilla,
glving u: curative
power not possessed bv other medlcinu.
U etrecta
remarkable curlJ3 where others tall.

Best Spring

Sarsaparilla

Hood's Sarsaparilla

1!-,As:,r::f,t~~~~e.n~r
i:Wtt~Jnfe:i:

l!lold b;r all drugll'lsts.1[$1;olx for $5. Prepared I Sold by all druggists. $!; six tor $5.• Prepared
l>TC. L HOOD&; Co.,A pothecarles,Lowell,Maso.
by C .L HOOD&; CO., Apothecaries,Lowell. .Mass.

One Dollar

I 00 Doses

I

Percheron
Horses.

Medicine.

"I waa troubled with boils, having several of them
at a. time.
After sutrerlng about all I could bear, I
took Hood's Sarsaparilla, 'which entirely cured me,
I cheertully recommend Hood's Sarsap.s.rilla to all
like afflicted, being sure they will flnd rellet."E. N. NIGHTINOA.LE, Quincy, Mass.
"My wit'.e think.A there ls nothing Uke Hood's Sarsaparilla, and we are never without it in the houae~,.
-1"". H. LATIMER,Syracuse, N. Y.
Do not be induced to take any other. Get

"Last 1pring my whole famllr took 'Hood's Sarsa•
parllla. The result Is that all have been cured ot
■cro!ula, my little
boy beJng entirely free from
1ores, and all tour ot my children look bright and
healthy as possibly can be. I have round Hood'•
Sarsapa.rllla also good tor catarrh, wlth which I have
been troubled since the war. Nothing dld me ao
much good as Hood's Sarsaparllla."-WH.
B. ATHJC&·
TON,
PassaicCity, N. J.
N. B.-Be sure to ~et the Peculiar Medicine,

One Doll~:tr

Large ani1 com.pleC.
stockof Imported ital'
Uona and marea, of all
ages. 0Ter 175 prlz ..

t~:!r'itnR~b•
U. S.
l'. O. llox

36.

awarded my hon~• Sa
four ,-ears.
All at&l•
llona guuanteed breed.
en. ~·un.blood stoclC
r•corded with pedfsree
tn
Percheron
stud
books. I ~arantee t.
&ell .tlrst-cJas; stock a■
low ~r lo~r
than any
Station Enatnore, on Sou them
JOHN W. AKIN,
~ci,do,
N. Y.

PAINS.I: HOP PLASTER.
AND
Clean &nd never.failing, prepared
ACHES. ~,: !~ t~~';,"ct.:=! hi~!~l;
when appliedto backache,k:id-

1&1<----pa1n

~~,~;~f:::!=~:.ea~!~~~~~dd::'
pains. Soothes and wonderfully strength•
■harp

ene weak pa.rte. 25c., 5 for $1.00 everywhere.
Mailed free. HOP PLASTER CO.,lloston, Mass.

tit"~6i..~~
~~;D/
0

~.t~';:.r:i:

1

reZ:d~tan~~n?~t::~•Jri:,~~-~~u~f
Lumbago, Backache. Weakness, cold in the cttest
and all ache8'and pains. Endorsed by 5,000 Ph.fslcfans and Druggists ot the highest repute. Bentfon·•
Plasters
promptly relieve and cure where other
plaaters and greasy salves. llnJments and lotions,

:;:iit~~~u:~i~~::es.~~gr:s
o,;d~~\~~~~~I ~c~~
Ucln." "Caps1clne," as they are utterly worthlesa
and intended

ELY'~

I was so troubled
with catarrh
it
&er:.Ously affected
my voice.
One
bottle of Cream
Balm did thework.
My voice ts fully
restored.
B. F.
Liepsner,
A. M.
Pastor of Ulivet
Baptist
Church,
•
Philadelphia, P1. . .
•
A p&rtlcleIs a.fcplled
Into each nqs!rll and fa ai;r ...

-a··,
• p,•11s
air
P

l

ASK FOR BENSON'SA.ND

1

CREAM
BALM

Some years ago, in France, a poor
woman was bitten by a dog, undoubtedrabid, near Notre Dame, and taken to
the Hotel Dieu, where the wound was
at once cauterized.
Several months
after she was recognized in the street by
a student who had seen her under the
For Liver, Bile, Indlgestlonvetc. Fre~ from Kell' operation.
"Hallo l" he exclaimed,
~~t:'1fal,'•c~i'T~iNTO~:-~i:w1T..81~~nt&
"you are not dead?
The dog which bit
9
Great English Gout and you was nevertheless
mad l" The poor
$
■ RheumaticRemedy. woman, dismayed, was soon afterwards
Oval nox, $1.00 1 round, 1$0 ct ■•
I
on.JamesR1ver,Va.,fnCIHremon&seized with spasms of the most violent
1
f~l,~·:11'.t.
Mcll~~~;;;;i~t.''i!:
kincl. Admitted to the clinique of Dr. I
ot,tn.luod. send 1tampfor Bucquoy, she was put nnder treatment,
AT ENT S Inventors' Guide. L. BiN<>-but wii;nout avail and died soon afte1·-~~-ffi~~"!"J~.r..JYMl,l!-!!r;ton, D. 0• •
ward~.--[Health
~nd Home.

f ARMs

to deceive.

TAsK:AB%1i½'~~·oif-Nsi~.gf.
r"!t,1,tors, New York.

•
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HAINESVILLE, N. J.,
October 15, 1886.
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EVER

r~;~l:'c~:r.
pitieJ~~T~~~~~ro:fi~~S~~~~~~(), :~~

THURSTON'S~~~~l
TOOTH
POWDER
Keepln~ Teeth P.erfect
aad

Gum ■

Realtb1'!

Why did the Women

-pENS
IONS
~~~tr~·..

:::ie~~,,r~1r.i:t

, 21 years' practice. Successllr
no f~e. Write for circulars a.nd new laws.
A. ,v. JtlrCormlr.k & Son. Waohln,rton.D.C.

■

of this country use over thirteen million cakes

of

Procter & Gamble's Lenox Soap in 1886 ?

Buy a cake of Lenox and you will soon understand why.

to &oldiers&Hefn.

seE.d1tamJ11

circular& COL.
HA!.I.,
Pensions

$5

ro88

tor

L. BINGAt.t'Y, Waah.lngton, D. 0

per<lny. Snmplesworth$1.50FREK

Lines not under
Brut~·STER

SAFETY

tl1e horse's

feet. .Addreu
Holly, Mtcl't.

REIN HOLDER.

1·

' Business birectory.
ll

P,r

;

•

myth.
Our corporations cannot be controlled by non-residents. and the Journal
adds, by men "not to the manor born."
And thus we are bold to say that Boston

.

A;v,rtiu11t'.,.1,'.,,.d,rt!tishtadinJ[ins~rt,dfor5o
c,,it~p,rtin,foron,ybr.
•
.. .
','.

,

has a futut'e before her in all respects, equal
and prospecth·ely surpassing her glorious

,' _/_~A_Nl'ON.-

1
Bds-rbN 5CEN'r STORE, l-lolt 1s Block.
Furniture,
Crnckery,.(Hass & Tin \Yare. Great bargains in past.

◊fficc ov~r Brick Store. At 1 South Boseon is exulting over the uniIDixfield.tirst Tuesdll.yando\.'led. in each month versity city in that hoodlumism is more
1
~srlt\~ff.~~J:,?,~~~:}!:~~5;~,rK1t~ft1 ~~-~::;..:gcnt. rampant in the latter in connection
with
li 'II _Bu!rnANK,
-I~lour, Grncerles, Dry Goods, the horse car strike which occurred simul0
0
D
~i~r,t Ge,ibral Stock.
taneously in each locality.
But the fact is
1
!'~~:~c:::Le~t:t1~~:;
~~~
Cambridge was not within the jurisdiction
0 A BRIDGHAM,
Grocencs & Meals.
of the Metropolitan
Police Board. The
signal service in use by the policy in So.
0
~ &~;J~i:rLf.:;~:-is~~ ..
~~1c;;,pplies.
Boston turned the scaleE. in th_eir favor.
AT BRYAN't;•Gerreral
Store. '. ,
But alas! the police is forgotten and all
11
rt~oEHti'1I!,\rtt.;tc:r~~a;,,~d
the credit and honor is conferred ~;poll the
c W'O:~i,°ndfiti~:.-

tr~~~~~.~.
~~~-t

0

;\~~rG~:J~.
<~\}f~!::~~:,\,~;1\'~~/(:c'1::~t~J.~~;t~l/\';t~~~;_-

;~t~:

i~;,J.

~1:sTX;~1!' fo\~~~o'N?~!t~1~o!~~i1:'1t-,~~:~1~;e~~s.
people.
Talk about your trotters! the President
'
'-WEST
PERU.-.
knows one at first sight.
Hyde Park has
W 8 WALKER& SoN, Groceries, Flour, Hardware, lost its only trotter.
He is to do service
1
~11f!
in the registry of deeds' office at Washing1~ r;~~~e~a~,~~ti~~t
ton, D. C.
LIVERMORE.
Twenty years ago the 5th inst. the counGEO F ADAM.S, Physician and Surgeon.'
try was startled, or amused. or both, by
BUCKFIELD.
the Fenian uprising.
Though ridiculous
jJ 11iAddt~~:
~ift~~1t:;;'!i1tFF~~~cca~~~s.
in conception and result, it may yet be
JIOLL.,AND
& CUSHMAN,
1\'Icats and Provisions.
C S CHILDS, Dentist.
Vapor or Ether!.
proved the Harper's Ferry of civ:l reform
C. B. Bridgham, M. D. Office at residc1icc.
in English government
and social sentiWEST SUMNER.
•
ment.
This event is to be commemorated
JIB CnANDLER,
Dry Goods & Groceries.
1
by banquets served in New York and Bosta~~~:~ i~:i\;s~rt~~1~sf,fl~:c1~~d:·.
ton.
G Br.:;;nEE, Custom Boot and Sh.oe 1'-1aker.
It is reported that the Sinaloa colonists
EAST SUMNER.
,v JI EASTMAN,
Seeclsman. Choice Vegetable are far from happy.
Seeds ofmy own Growing a specialty.
We h·ear that Franklin county is involv-NORTH
TURNER.ed in the fishery question.
North Turner I-Icuse. Eli:t.s K!ene, Prcp-ri!tor.
Puck says that the dog bas been made a
legal domestic animal by •he Maine legishe
11 11
lG') n.11,
lature, having become so through preying
~ U '~ """~ ~ f!) t
~
upon that species entitled to that honor.
"Dog eat sheep" is now simply "dimond
-:(-):cut dimond," with the chances in favor of
PUBLISHED
THURSDAYS
AT
the dog.
:Canlrrn,
Ilxfrrrrl
:Crr., Main:e.
We recently met Mr. Edwir: Paine, for--o-merly of Livermore Falls, Me. He is C"nnected with the firm of Priest, Page & Co.,
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.
agents for the Howe Standard
Scale Co.

J. p: S":asey1 Attorney and Counsellor at Law.

M;;;'ll•t,~~3.~~;

~ft¥~~~;:

7}_

i l

n 0

'd1'nAdvance
PerYearPal
$125

He and wi:e are in the!r usu_al health and
, 1I send greet10gs to readmg friends.
Same rates for 3 or 6 months,
Mrs. Elizabeth Gifford of Brocton~ is
confined to her bed. Sickness is the lot
~:--;fo paper discontinued
until alJ.ar-,.
.
.
.
rearages are paid, except at the option of 111which much of her tune 1s passed. Her
the publisher.
friends hope for her speedy recovery.
Joseph L. McLaughlin now abides with
his sister, at 48 Shawmut Ave. He has
found "the \Vay, the Truth, the Life," essential to his own well-being,and hrs been
accepted, and asks the prayers of his
friends that he may "endure unto the end."
Sam Jones and a broken arm opened the
gates of salvation to him.
OURBOSTONLETrER.
A series of revival meetings were inauBosToN, March
t886.
gurated the 27th ult. in the Clarendon St.
The much talked of West End Company
Baptist church, conducted by D. L. '\,V.
finally get a hearing before the board of I Munh~ll, assisted by Prof. D. B. Townes
aldermen, and blue blood flowe.d freely in and wife.
the contest.
One of the grandest features
Mr. Beecher recently gave us a lecture,
of convenience to city dwellers is a rapid the last in ~he _New ~ngland
~iterary
and comfortable means of street transporcourse, and 1f his auditors received an
taJ:i.qn or travel, and the horse car system equivalent
for time and trouble to say
of Bpston a!ford~ that convenience
very nothing of the admission fee, it mus~ have
acce\)tably indeed: Yet there is no jnsti- b_een fr~m other than tl_1eflagrant mcontution in our city that is so strongly op- s1stenc1es of what he said, a good part of
1
posed by all classes, prompted by self-in- which was without basis of good sense or
terests of various orders.
To this schenle taste.
I will refer to the points in the
the autocrats of Beacon street hill, includ- l temperance
question,
upon which he
ing the autocrat of the breakfast table, re- touch~d.
The others are ~f so li_ttle momonstrate.
But their antagonism
seems I ment 10fluence that noth10g senous can
to be the spirit of fastidious sentimental~ i accrue from them; but what &uch men say
ism, called sometimes "old fogyism.,, 'It! on the temperance question is caught up
is-proposed to operate this road with elec- ~nd m_ade tl'.e most _of by the 1:um element
tric motors.
The location they ask for is I 111_th_e1,1:
~octal aff~1r~. Fo_r _1~stance, h~
Park St., Beacon, Arlington
and Marl- 1said.
I cfo not thmk Proh1b1t1on can eve1
borough streets. to Brookline.
· I succeed;" a-nd this remark has since been_
It is proposed to move Boston 275 miles •the last uttered hy ten thousand men pet
nearer Duluth by railway, via. Hoosac I day jm,t p1:evious to drinking their deathTunnel.
A party of Boston and New Yor!,. I de~l_ing decoctions.
To illustrate:,

,

I

Thursdaf
Marc(
10,188
7.

Communications,

Etc.

d,

1·

I

i

ular personage gets drunk, drinks, or in
some degree endo1·se, or condones the
great evil traffic.
Whether Beecher says the traffic should
be regulated, not destroyed;
or Senato1·
Riddleberger gets drunk and pre,.dpitates
a drunken brawl in the high sanctuary of
government-the
Senate Chamber-it
is
all the same; drunkards will drink t0 the
manliness, courage and independence
of
the Senator, in that he dared, with exactly the same and as much relish and gusto
as they will to the consistent
( ?) good
sense of the sentiment Mr. Beecher utters
on tne lecture platform.
Shall we say what we suspect?
Yes!
We believe that these little depravities are
born of a too common cupidity which
seek a selfish end, the applause of that element of the audience present for the ,ingle purpose of catching all such crumbs ot
comfort as they fall from the table of that
man's greatness, whose seats would otherwise be empty.
But, if the secret of having a:full house is to sell indulgencf!s to
h1,Jman caprice at the sacrifice of personal
honor, consistency and true sentiment, we
h~ve no desire to ·be popular.
SooMER.
\Vritten

for Infants
°Castor1aissowelladapt.edtochildrenthat
lrecommenditassuperiortoanyprescription
lmowuto me."
H. A.. A.JWBER, M. D.,
lll So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N, Y.

I

and Chiidren.
Castorla cures Clolic, Constipation,
S(!ur Stomach, D1arrbooa., Eructatmn,
Kil~e!~~s,
gives sleep, and promotes dl-

Withoui illjurious medication.
•
TD Clmuua COUP.A.NY, 182 Fulton Street, N. Y.

for the CANTON TELEPHONE.

CLOSE
OFTEEG. A. R. :E'AIR.
RocKLAND, Mass., Feb. 12th, 1887.
The fair in aid of the relief fund ofllart.
ruff Post, 74. G. A. R., closed Saturday
evening,
after a successful run of six
nights.
The net proceeds will be about
$1,200. Useful articles of goods of all
kinds were contributed by the people of
Rockland to help the Post, to aid their
comrades in need of help, and to give relief to those in distress.
The Congregational table netted $173.05; Unitarian,
$163.88; Baptist, $So; Sons of Veterans,
$155: Daughters of Veterans, $78.g6; refreshments, $75. The flower stand turned
in $15.70, and the lemonade stand $28.60;
the lemons being contributed
by B. F.
Poole. The Union Glee Club contributed
$28.75; Avon Club, $14.25; St. Alphonsus
T. A. Society, $12; Excelsior Associates,
$11.50. The express companies handled
the freight free of charge.
The following
is a list of the prize ,Yinners:
Barrel of
flour, E. A. Loud; order for a pair of pants
worth $rn, Joseph C. Bennett;
pair of
blankets wholesale price $9.50, Harvey
Hallett,
D. Hodge; toilet set, E. B Packard; :-neerschaum pipe, Leander Lewis;
G. A. crazy quilt, Geo. F. Wheeler; button
mat, Ezra Damon;
lamp, Nettie Beals;
dining room pictures, J. B. Poole; guess
cake, Nettie Beals, Joseph E. French, W.
C. Curtis, L. Stoddard, Wm. T. Thompson; oil stove, clock, Henry Keen.
Sold
to Elisha T. Harvell.
Dinner set, John S.
Dunn, won by a guess on a coil uf scroll
iron shaving taken off by a turning lathe.
The dinner set was gilt edged, finely embellished, containing
130 dishes of all
kinds.
Price of set, $30. C. Ida Dunn is
much pleased in being so fortunate as to
get so fine a prize. Traveling
bag, voted
to the most popular member of Hartruff
Post, E. T. Harvill.
Picture to the most
popular member of the Congregational
society, Miss Fani•ie Nason.
Springfield
rifle to most bopular member of the Sons
of Veterans, T. W. Swain.
Fancy apron
to the most popular member of Unitarian
society, Miss Edith Poole. To the most
popular presiding officer, E.T.
Harvill,
Commander of Post 74.
I have given some of the most valuable
articles disposed of. Many other things
useful and handy were sold, such as·quilts,
puffs, holders, and
great variety of articles made by the Ladies' Aid Society. All
went off in the most satisfactory
manner,
und I am pleased to say that during the
six nights of the fair, not a person in the
company showed the least sign of having
partaken of any kinp of intoxic'lting
liquors. It.was a great suc,es.~ for Hartruff
Post, 74, G. A. R.
J. D. H.

ow is the time to Buy

SPRINGGOODS.

J.

New
Stock
Just
Rec'd.
OD'1Co.
BUCKFIELD.

Lncal- & nish,,p wishes to inform the pnb lie that they are preparrd to fnrnii-h
irnytltin" in their line at Boston prices, as they excluwges goodl- 11rn11ufactnred by
thenBel;es
for goods in the Watch ancLJewelry line. which enables them to give
better prices than ever. Just co11sid11r some of onr prices.

a

We will sell Wm. Eller.I' 11 jewelled key winrling Watches, 3-ounce silver ea8e,
for $12.00.
Broa<lw:iy 7 jewelled in 8ilver case, for $8.00-nickel
case $6.iiO. No.
gentlemen ar,e_ to be incorpor~ted a~ the A GIL~ED GATEWA~TO _I-IADES.-A SAL~ON.
7
Elg-in.
7 jewPls, in nickPI case for $6.iiO, in silver case $8.00.
No. 13 Elgi11. in 3~orthern
Pacific and Atlantic Railway
A tippler enters with lordly bearing,
onnce silver ca8e for $12.00.
Rockford. Hampden,
and Jllinois Watch Co.'s at
Company to accomplish this feat. Tl).~. having the price of a drink in his pocket,
proportio11atel,v low pri<'<'s.
Knights of Labor Pius from 35 cents to $:l.00.
We
JV[inneapolis Tribune says Boston is to be' and salutes the autocrat behind the altar
also have a fine line of Knives, Forks anrl Spoo,1s at the following pl'icPs:
supplied with the best Dakota and Mon ta- of social drunkenness.
.Jt:N'lVES-Rogers'
B<'st, $4.00; 2d, $:l.50. Sheffield, $2.00; Standard
Silvrr
na beef over this new route by a fast freight.
BARKEEPER-" Bello, Jack!"
Platf' (;o .. $2.iiO.
FORKS-Rogers'
A 1, $6.00; Wallace Brothers', $1.00; Standard Silver Plate
Minneapolis
people take exceptions
to
TrPPLER-"Hello,
Joe;··give
us a hot
Co .. 3.50.
Chicago dominance and New York exac- rum punch.
\Veil spiced and hot, mind
SPOONS-Tea.
$3.00 per dozrn; Desert, $1.00 per pair; Table. $1.15 per pair.
tions in commercial affairs, and justly we you."
(Barkeeper smiles complacentlyP. S.-I was in Boston a few days ago,
l\Iasonic. Odd Fellow. and all otlrnr emblems at low prices for cash.
We lrnve
think.
Montreal and Boston are, in fact, •tippler continues:)
•·The cold catches where I met a number of old frier:ds and
full line of Chains, Charms. Bar pins. Pins and Drops, either in plate, crape, jet,,
the natural outlets to the great Northwest,
right onto me, this weather."
brother Masons.
R. C. Boothby, L. H. stoue or solid gold.
Dagg·ett,
Geo.
O.
Eustis,
J.
0.
Drake,
J.
the most stable section of our countrv, so
BARKEEPER-"That's
so Jack 'tis cold."
Auything we do not have in stock we ean fnrnislt at short notice.
Charles Eustis and Roscoe
far as food products are concerned.
·BosTrPPLER-"Yes,
truly.
Make that good W. Eaton,
Noyes. All used to live at Livermore
Fine Watch Repairing
in all its branches, also Sewing ,1fachme and
ton's men of means are awakening to the: and hot; and say, Joe; went up to hear Falls.
J. D. H.
Llfodeis built at short notice, and all kinds small .Alacliiue
fact that Boston is susceptible of a devel- i Beecher last night and what d'ye think he
~Vork
done
in a workmanlike
manner.
I
opment from which rich returns ma_y be said about Prohibition?'{
.
Barga.inin Music.
This Favorite Alhum of Song's and ballads, con.
garnered.
It is now conceded that if Bos-I
BARKEEPER-'·No ! here's the punch,
taininj! thirty-two pieces of choice and popular muton moriey that has been so freely used in piping hot. \Vhat d' he say?"
sic, full sheet music size, with complete words and
is finely printed
developing the west, had been more direct-,
T1PPLER-"\Vell.
just what every man music and piano accompaniment
upon heavy paper with a very attractive cover. The
Opposite the Depot,
Canton, Me.
!_vapplied along the line of Boston inter- i of &ense say<-that
Prohibition will never followinj! arc the title~ of the song-s and ballads
in the Favorite Album :-As I'd Xothing
es.ts, at home and abroad, Boston would succeed.
'\,Veil now that was hot, Joe. contained
Else to Do; The Dear Old Songs ot Home; Mother,
\:Vatch the Little feet; Oh, You Prctt;: Blue-eyed
now be in the ascendencJ on the com mer- i You're the daisy for punches."
\Vitch; Blue Eyes: Katy's Letter; 1 he Passingcial horizon.
Thus in the future, local I BARKEEPER-"Did
Ile say that?"
Bell; l Haw Esau Kissing Kate; ,,·on't. You Tell
Di:xfield, Jlfnine.
~~j
l\fe \Vhy, Robin; The Olc.lGarden Gate; Down Ile)[anufllctnrei· of
,
policy is to play its part in commercial af- i TIPPLER-"Yes;
and besides be said the low the \Vaving Lindens;
Faded Leave:-;; All
Now
is
the
time
to
buy
DOORS,SASH,WINDOW& DOOR
FRIIMFS
fairs at the. Hub.
St:ntiment is to give best thing for temperance people to use is A.monv. the Summer Roses; Touch 1the J Iarp (;cnt1 1
1
place to practicability.
Rivalism in cos- moral suasion; and that's true. And all ~,a~J; i;;~~\[1~i~~
i~fh~~~:~li<i.1edi1d
~~~ ;,~ :c ~ 1~t~:
CLAZED WINDOWS.
All ki 11d~monldrcl n 11dplnin ti ni,J,. h:11mopolitan matters is to be based on na- • the government
has a right to do is to Ac1oss1 1tht: Sea; A Year 0Ago; B.?chelor·s II all~
• IISter~. ~('\\'(•Ill-. BrnekN,,&C'. Al~o <>hnrn1~ tt~
i~~riyG;t~~r J~lf,~~
tional rather than municipal
progre,s. : regulate, but not depress or destroy the
Farewell;
Pollv; ,vhisper in the Twilig-ht. This
bf'r a11d diiri11i-rom11 fnr11it11n• CltamlJt>1
Good Buckets from 13 to 1S cts.
Jdeali,ts have discovered
that to benefit business."
•
is a very fine collection of real vocal ~ems, an<l got ...
~ets anll· Extension
Table$ a spe<-ia lty.
up in very Jrnndsome style. Puhlished in the
New York enhance~ Boston interests as:
BARKEEPER-"Say ! Jack; do you know ten
-Toh
bing rlonP promptly.
u!'-ual way and bought at a music store, these 32
---well, and _that it i$ the natural qualifica-; what? I think Beecher has his rum as pieces would cost you $n.20. ,ve hou~rht a job lot
All
kinds
of
Tin
Job
Work
done
of this mt?sic at a great sqcri.fice and as the holidays
tion that must eventually control in com- well as·a11Jbo<ly."
./1.UJE..;V.fiJ'IUk~
0
neatly and promptly.
~~~1\)~!~;<t;o~,e~~~ec:i~~o~~ll~~~io~~\v!.17~~r:~:t
~~d
merce as in other affairs appertaining
to
TrPPLER-'·Course
he does. Oh. he's postp;ti<t for only 40 cti-:~ 51e11dimmedlotely.
At the "Old DcCoster Carri:1ge ~hop,'' i~ prcµar
Ad.
cd to do all \..ind:--of
localitv.
a dandy, and don't _vou forget it. \Veil, drc~st THE EMPIRE NEWS CO., SyratU!.;C X.
Y.
13t5
S0t;eofourpeop'ewererecentlystartled
good day."
Holt's Bloc:k,
Canton.
by the announcement
that that Ohi<'> oc-:
This scene has b,:en enacted in 2,000 saWvVhen
you wish to pay for any
fitf
JOOO fol't 1.2 ill<.::h B:ts~ Board!- ,,~a11u:d
topus, the Standard Oil company. was to loons in Boston each clay since Beecher's
newspai:,er- c,r mag-,azine, write to us
0
gather into .its grasp our clome,tic tram- lecture was deliverted, if occasion occurred.
and we will let you know how 111uch
on advertising space when in Chicago, will find it on iile at
ways. which w<0re to be run in the interest There is nothing that gives s·ueh a relish we can save for you.
Address
TEL<>( K. oil, but \\·e hal'e discovered
it was a to drunkenness as the fact that some pop- EP!JOXE Office, Cantot'1, :\1e.
tf

I

Lucas &. Bishop,

W. F. PUTNAM,

CHEAP

J~~:~i~
l ~.~~!~~Jf\\~
0ffl

I

s..

1

·W. H. CONANT,

Carria[e
ReDairin[
and
Saw
Filin[.
AD
VERTi
SERS
~~i:t:;~~~:~
:;~~
c::,:~::
~5.:~:c\~,:~d:i~c::;
uum &THOMAS.

THE HOUSEKEEPER

EGGS ON ToAST.-Put
two ounces of
fresh butterjnto
a clean stewpan, break in
three eggs, and add a small teaspoonful of
salt and pepper mixed, then stir tht> whole
,·ery quickly with a wooden spoon o,·er a
bright fire. llave ready six small rounds
of nicely toasted bread upon a very hot
dish, and as soon as the eggs begin to
thicken, pour them over the, toast, neatly
and carefull.v, so that each piece may be
entirely covered.
A small quantit.Y of
ham, tongue, or cheese grated over the
top is a great improvement.
Serve as hot
as possible.
Take Ayer's Sarsaparilla. in the spring
of the year, to purify the blood, invigorate
the system. excite the liver to action, and
restore health and vigor to the whole physical mechanism.
Remember that quality,
not quantitv, constitutes the value of medicine.
,
JELLY l\louLos.-Jelly
moulds should
be greased with cold butter.
\Vhen you
wish to remove the jelly or pudding,plunge
the mould into hot water, remove quickly,
and the contents will come out in perfect
form without trouble.
The extraordinary
popularity of Ayer·s
Cherry Pectoral is the natural result of its
use by all classes of people for over forty
years.
It has proven itself the very best
specific for colds, coughs, and pulmonary
complaints.
To STAIX \:Vooo CHERRY Co:toR.Take one package of terracotta Diamond
dye and dissolve in one quart ©f cold, soft
water .. Apply to wood with a rag. Use

Sometimes I hear of noble deeds;
Of words that move mankind;
Of willing hands that to other lands
Bring light to the poor and blind.
J ,fare not preach, I cannot write,
I fear to cross the foam.
vVho, if I go, will spin and sew,
.\nd light the fire at home?

THEIDEALSLEEP
!NGROOM.
The "'ideal sle~ping room" will face the
,,a,t.
It will not be less than fifteen feet
square. with windows for ventilation. For
fu, ther ventilation
it will ha Ye an open
fireplace.
The walls will be hard finished
and tinted a color that will be restful to
the eye. The woodwork will be finished
in its natural color, p!1i11t,,ot bt-ino- admitted. The floor will be of hard ;olished
wood, with small nigs for comfort that ai-e
~hakeable weekly.
Everythin 5• that will
invite dust will be strictly excluded, therefore the furniture will have no extra carvings. The one hair mattress
will be of
the best quality, made in two parts for
turning and airing, with a woven wire
spring beneath.
The bed clothing will be
the lightest, at the same time warmest,
consisting of blankets and white spread.
All extra adornments
of lambrequins
and fancy things of no use will not find a
place he1·e. The curtains will be of thin
washable mat~rial.
The "coming woman" will plan to have
her bed set away from the wall for health's
sake as well as convenience.
Modern convenience will be let alone as far as stationary wash basin with hot and cold water is
concerned, the portable wash-stand being
used instead, she preferring to do a little
extra work to running any risk of being
slowly poisoned.
Her bed will he spread
open the first thing in the morning and
the sunshine and air invited in to do its
part toward airing and cleansing the same,
and thP. making of the bed will be the last
of the morning duties.
The "coming woman" will plan a big
closet in each sleeping room, with window
for 1·entilation if a possible thing.
It will
not be a receptacle for old boots or shoes,
nor antiquated
bonnets,
hats or soiled
clothing.
There will be plenty of hooks
at the proper height for her to reach-not
the carp,·nter-not
forgetting to put those
in the children's closet at a suitable height
for them. The children will be remembered in this house and have a room with
a hard wood floor where all their belongings can be kept aRd they can play to their
hearts' content, without being told not to
do this or that for fear of hurting the furniture; where everything shall 1 e useable
and hangable, plenty of old chairs and
boxes for steam cars or circuses; where
they can decorate the walls with pictures
and ha Ye a good time generally.

as many coats as necessary.
Mrs. Joseph Baker. of Johnston, Vt.,was
greatly afflicted with phthisic for twenty
years, and was pronounced by physicians
as incurable.
Two bottles of W!STAR'S
BALSAM 01.- WILD CHERRY afforded her
much relief, and five completely cured her.
GRAHAM GEM,.-One
pint of sour milk,
one teaspoonful
of ;ugar, one egg well
beaten, one teaspoonful of soda and fresh
gi-aham flour enough to make a stiff batter.
Bake in iron gem-pans, with a quick hot
fire.
Dcn't Experiment.
You cannot afford to· waste time in experimenting
when your lungs are in danger. Consumption always seems, at first,
on! y a cold
Do not permit any dealer to
impose upon you with some cheap imitation of Dr. King's New Discovery for
Consumption. Coughs and Colds, but be
rnre you get the genuine.
Because he can
make n~ore _profit he may tell you he has
somethmg JUSt as good, or just the same.
Don't be deceived, but insist upon getting
Dr. King's New Discovery, which is guaranteed to give relief in all Throat, Lung
and Chest affections.
Trial bottles free at
Reynolds' Drug Store, Canton, Me.
(6)

OU:R
WEAY,THY
MEN.

Much has been said in newspapers
of
men who have made large fortunes
in
comparatively a few years in ,·arious business industries.
Many of these articles
are written by correspondents
of prominent 1tewspapers, and copied into others
of lesser note. Correspondents
generally
are seldom men of business qualifications
and wrongfully picture these men and
their business as a thing of accident; this
A 'I':RAVEC.LER'S
FlUWD.
is not the case wit!1 those we have met.
This is a folding·case made of gray ,in- We find that wher~ men have made lar"e
e
Th ~
k t
. t cl cl
b fortunes by their own business talent a~d
11
•
-~ our poc e ~ are 1t1 ~n e : 0
e i industry they chos~ with sagacity and forefilled with those thmgs which will be thought such busmess as would lead to
found the most useful for a traveller.
The I sucsess when handled with business judgfirst two pockets are lined with oiled silk. i ment.
~o man has been brought before
,,
.
. ..
.
the public as an example of success, both
_Ihe fiist to catty sponge and "ash rags in wealth and magnitude
of his busines~
111, the second,
comb, brush, and tooth- (outside of stock and railroad men) more
brush.
The third is intended for a whisk- prominently
than Dr. G. G. Green of
broom, and fourth to contain needle-book,
Woodbury, N. J. He is at the head of
many large business industrie,,, and yet
pins, cotto11, etc., to take a stitch with it comparatively a young man. \\'hen the
necessary.
To make one will require a fact that August Flower, for dyspepsia
piece of linen twenty-two inches loner and and liver complaint, and Boschee's Gertwenty wide. fold it up makino- the ;ock- i man Syrup for coughs and lun~ troubles,
.
. '
'
"' . .
; has grown to a wonderful sale 111all parts
ets eight mches deep; baste the oil silk on of the world, it proves that it was not an
one-half of it, stitch the ends together and I accident or spontaneous strike at wealth.
turn it; divide it into four pockets with a His rnedic!nes are rec?gnized as val1;1able
hastin" only. now cut out the shape of the and established remedies and the busrness
.
"'
'
.
.
. i )ms growP gradually and permanently durflaps on the top, and bmd them with braid,, 111gthe last eighteen years on account not
and also the t(lps of the pockets; place a, alone of Dr. Green's abilities as a business
double row of stitchin" between the pock-! man or his "good luck." but on the actual
".
I merits of the two preparations.-Copied
ets. A loop of the braid and a button are. from the N. r. 1,veekly Sttu, of Dec. 32 ,
used t<'lkeep them together.
Pieces of the l 1 886.
braid are sewn on the ,ides to wrap around [
.. -·
-----it and tie it together.
An_yornamentation
: ITE:\IS CROWDED OUT LAST ·wEEK.
can be used on the outside to snit the
Weld.
taste. A band of fancy ribbons across the
C. E. Proctor lost his horse recently.
ends looks very pretty, indeed.
A leak in the sections of the boiler causENJ0Y LIFE.
eel the spool mill to shut down part of the
What a truly beautiful world we !i,·e in!; day, Mo n clay.

i
I

The :Fish Commission~rs.
-I
Formal charge,
have been preferred
against E. M. Stillwell of Bangor, and
Henry O. Stanley of Dixfield, the :Maine
Fish and Game Commissioners,
and an
investigation has been ordered by the Governor and Council.
The
movement
against the commissioners
originated
in
Franklin county, the whole northern secjion of which i~ a noble fishing and game
preserve, and -whose people are keenly
alive to the necessity for and the thorough
enforcement of all fish and game laws. An
examination of the list of charges against
the commissioners shows that in brief they
are charged, first, with an improper and

Without

unjust enforcement of the fish and game
laws; second, with maliciously
proeecuting Gen. George M. Harmon of New Havcn, C't .. whom they know to be innocent;
third, with hadng
used funds, provided
by the State for the propagation
of fish
and game, improperly and to defray their
own private expenses; fourth, with having, through prejudice, failed to properly
protect or propagate
fish in the great
Rangeley Lake region; fifth, that not only
have they failed to properly protect or
propagate fish in that region, but that they
have taken spawn from those lakes and·
sold it outside the State; sixth, that they
have taken fish from spawning
beds,
and, after removing
from them their
spawn, have marketed the fish; seventh,
that one commissioner improperly and unlawfully attempted to influence a witness
in a fish and game case.
This very brief summary is sufficient to
outline the case brought against the Commissioners.
Fremont E. Timberlake,esq.,
of Phillips, County Attorney of Franklin
county, and Spear and Clason of Gardiner,
are the attorneys engaged to present the
evidence to the Governor and Council at
the investigation.
In addition to the evidence. they will present an immeme petition of citizens of northern Franklin
asking for the removal of Commissioner Stillwell.
The petition is headed by !Ion. N. B.
Beal, President of the Sandy River Railroad, and contains the names of a great
number of the most prominent citizens,
among them Hon. John R. Toothaker
of
Rangeley,County
Commissioner of Franklin County, :'v!aj. E. J. Gilkey of Strong,
member of the State Board of Agriculture
for Franklin Co., Henry P. Dill of Phillips, Ex-United States Consul to Guelph,
Canada, Hon. Isaiah Chick of Madrid,ExCounty Commissioner,
!Ion. Jeremy W.
Porter of Strong,
The movement is making much excite-

Relief,

I tried Ayer's Clwrry Pectoral.
It
effected a speedy cure. -C.
Stoveall,
M. D., Carrollton, Miss.
Ayer's Cherry Pectornl is <1<'ci,ledlythe
best remedy, witl,in 111.v klll)\\'lcuae, for
chronic Broncltiti:;,

and al I luug di;'eases.

- M.A. Hust, M. V., t::iouth l'ar1s, Me.
I was attacke<l, last wint<"r, with a
severe Cold, which gn•w worse and
settled on my Lungs. Hy night sweats
I was reduced almost to a skeleton. My
C~ugh was incessant, an,! I frequently
sint blood.
My physic·ian tol<I me to
gl\·e up business, or l would not liYe a
month. After taking Yarious remedies
without rehef, I was tiually

Cured

By Using

two bottles of Ayer's Cherry Pectoral.
I am now in perfect health. an<l able to
resume business, after having been pronounced mcurable with Consumption.S. P. Henderson, Saulsburgh, Penn.
For years I was in a <1ecline. I had
weak lungs, anti sufft,r0d from Bronchitis ancl Catanh.
Ayer·s Ch<>1-rv
Pectoral 1·estor<>drne to health, ancl i" have
been for a long time compar,~t iw•l_yYigorous. In case of a sudden col,l I always
resort to the Pectoral, ancl find speedy
,rehef.-Etlwar,l
E. Curtis, Rutland, Vt.
Two years ago I s11ffr-rc<l from a severe
Bronchitis.
The physician attcndin""
me became fear-fn 1 that the disease wouta
teri:!]inate in _P_ncumo1:ia. After trying
vanou_s med1rrnes, without benefit, he
pre~cnbcd
Aycr's
Cherry
Pectoral,
which relieved me at once. I continued
to take this medicine, and was cured.
- Ernest Colton, Logansport, Ind.
*

THE
BOSTON
HERALD.
THE LEADINGNEWSPAPER.

Largest Bona 1"1tleCirculation or
any paper in NewEngland..
A.LL

'I'HE

LATEST

NEWS.

LOANS.
4 percent. 1 percent.

:LIFELOANS,:
On

any

U. S.

kind of security
am!
promissory
notes.
Government
Foreign

Bonds.
Redemption

Bonds

sold on monthly
payments.
premiums
for small investors.
Reliable
everywhere.

good

Large

correspondents
,vanted
:...iberal
inducements.

for full particulars,

Address

G. W.

FOSTER,

42 Broadway,

Banker,
New

York.

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,
Prepared by Dr. J.C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Bold by all Druggists. Price $1; six bottles, $5.

88

&'f/l~#'IIS~

Boot & Shoe Maker.

WANTED
.l\. competnnt

man for Oxford County,

to canvass

0
5
Over P. IIO(lge's hlaebmith
shop. All
ocf,~'lfc11rn1it
kinds of repairing.
Custom making to Best sellini,; goods ever offered to agents. Terms
measure, from Thomas· celebrated calf to and Outfit free. Address
6tf
n11est French. Orders solicited.
3-37
ORRIN P. HOWE & CO., Augusta, Mc.

On

ji';'~~·.~BriesLf~rN1t
~fi'..

LOANS
Pron1.i,s!ooo

y N o"t:es.

\VANTED-Notes
of well rated business men
for one month to twelve months.
Amounts, $1,000
to $1,000,000.
Strictly l:Onfidential and safe. Bonds
g·iven, settlements made. Correspondents
wanted.

G,.\V. FOSTER, Banker,

6m36

ment and deep feeling in Franklin county
-and the above is but a ,light portrayal of
some of the leading features of the case.':fournal.

40 Broadway,

New York.

Current newspaper talk indicates there
is another side to the story and the public
will do well to withhold judgment
until
the result of the investigation
-ED.

is kuown.

When Baby was sick, wo l!S.Vnb-ArCa.storia,
When she ,vas a Chiltl 1 she criotl fr,r ( astorio,
VVhen she hr.came M.ios, she clung to Ca6toria

1

Wheu she had Children, she ;:ave the:u Castoda.

WANTED!

100 PAMILIES

TO MAKE COATS

Sewing Machines furnished if wanted
and the v. ork delivered at your homes.
Apply by mail only to Wm. M. Mitehcll,
Dixfield, Me., or to J. A. Bucknam &
Co. Meehauic Falls, Me.
51tf
Coughs, Sore Throat, Influenza,
Whooping Cough, Croup, Bronchi•
tis, Asthma, and every affection of the
Throat, Lungs and Chest are speedily
and permanently cured by the use of

WISTAR'S
BALSAM
OFWILD
CIIER&Y,

WE TRUST

which does not dry up a cough and leave
the cause behind, but loosens it, cleanses

the lungs, and allays irritation, thus re.
movingthe cause of the compialnt. CON.
SUlllPTIO?iC.\J, BE CUREDby a timely

Kature gives us grandeur of mountains, I The Good Templars had an exhibition,
resort to this standard r~medy, as is proved
by hundrecis of testimonials.
The .1enuin.e
glens and oceans, and thousands of means! l\lo nd ay e~enin~.
. .
.
is signed "f. Bui.tr;" on tbe wrapper.
of eniovment.
\Ve can desire no better I :Ylr. J. Libby is repa1nn~ lits house.
SETH W. FOWT,E & SONS, PROP'ns,
Boston, Ma.,s, Sold by dealer• generally.
whei~ i~ perfect health: but how often do,
P. C. \\-"itham has returned_ from Ternthe majority of people feel like giving it up; pie, where he has _been hauling lumber.
disheartened,
discouraged
and worn out He repor~s snow+. teet deep. . - .
with disease, when there is no occ~sion for.
R. L. She'.lff fi111shed work 111this town
this feeling, as every sufferer can easily: and started for Auburn, Monday, where,
That Wonderful Remedy for
obtain satisfactory proof, that Green's Au-' under the di1·ection of the Supt. of the Bigus/ Flower, will make them _free from _dis- blc Society, he will continue to work.
ease, as _was born. _Dyspepsia and Liver I Mr. Butterfield of the firm of Fletcher
the value of which many ladies in this viComplamt are the direct causes of seventy.'
cinity can testify to, is still for sale by
five per cent. of such maladies as Bilious- & Butterfield, of Bangor. marble cutters,
Mrs. H. H. BURBANK, Canton, Me.
ness, Indigestion, Sick Headache, Costive- was in town last week on business.
A.
Trial
Pnekagc
Free.
+-46
ness. Nervous Prostration,
Dizziness ofl
the Ileacl, Palpitation
of the Heart, and
1
1
other distr.-ssing symptoms.
Three doses!
~a.vei His Life,
,
Pa M
a!!r(.~R:E~e~1~
of_ 4utrtt.<t Flower will prove its wonderful I l\fr. D. I. W_tlcox~on, ofllorse Cave,_Ky.,
effecc. Sample bottles 10 cent,.
Try it. says he was, tor many years. badly affi1cted ~t}imp, a r~~:!ptw~Y[ :Es~~~~
BALM
TA"!,
FRECKLES,
PIMPLES,
eow+r
'
•
, with Phthisic, also Diabetes;
the pains
BLACK HEADS, ETC., leaving
,~·ere almost unendura_hle_and would s<;>mc- BL0'1:CHES,
he skrn soft, clear ant.l l>caut1ful.
1
YA::--KEE
BROWN BREAD.-Three
cups tunes_alm,ost tl~ro~ him 111toconv~Ils10ns.
Touch with this compouncCthe soft lily cheek,
.
. I-le tried Electr1c Bitters and got relief from
And the bright glov, v,,ill best its virtues speak.
of meal, _one cup of rye flour, two cups ot first bottle and after taking six bottles, was
sweet milk, one cup of sour milk, one-half entirelr cured, :rncl 'had gained ir\ flesli ~\ 1 1
l~~:1d~~d~~!~~th' ~~~~~fi:A~fr~~;~
cup of molasses, one-half tea.spoonful of e_ightcen pou·ncls. Sa.:s lie po~itively bc- A. D. S'I""EMPEL,6o Ann St., New York.
1y5:i'

I

Day and Night
During an acute al ta<'l, of Drin1chitiH, "
ceaseless tickling in the throat, and an
exhau~ting, ha<'kiu'.s l'ough, atllict the
sufferer.
Sleep is banished, an<l great
prostration follows. This clisease is also
attended with Hoars,•ncss. and sometimes Loss of Voice. It is. liable to become chrQnic, im·of,·e the lungs, and
terminate fatally. Ayer's_ Cherry Pectoral affords speedy rclid and cure in cases
of Bronchitis. It controls the disposition
to cough, arnl indur<'s 1·()freshing sleep.
I havo been a prnct.ising physif'ian for
twenty-four
years, and, for t.he. past
twelve, haYe snfferetl from annual attacks of Bronchit.is.
After exhausting
all the usual remedies

That our kind intentions will be duly appreciated,

and our

OLD CUSTOMERS

remember that we are selling Groceries and Provisions
ORANGE
BLOSSOM
! ,¥ill
as low as anybody in town. Having lately put on a delivery
team,
FEMALECOMPLAINTS,

PLES. r~~~f;:

we shall be pleased to deliver goods anywhere in the
village or at Gilbertville to good, responsible parties, on

THIRTY

DAYS.

,ve ha,·n't any special ba1;gains to offer. itt th is time, but
y'ou will find om '.stock of Groceries
& Pt•ovisions
9omplete/ and Pric,es
Jleasonabh~.
G~ve ~1sa trial.

VEGETABLE

lJ~l:
~~~:c~~i:i5

~alt, one heaping teaspoonful of soda. Sift
t_he meal a~d rye _before mea~uring.
Bake
'our hours 111 an iron chsh with a cover.

~~erv~l~e":e~;~;ii:ff~:~:J:cl, J\:~~t~\t~tit~i~~~
Sold at fifty tents a bottie by Kathan Re'.)·nolds, Druggist, Canton, :Me.
(6)

on Ille in Philadelphia
"t the Nel\'Apaper
PAPER
THIS
of Messra.
N. W. AYER & SON .• our uuthorlz<d agenla.
i•.

--

---

tn:.ing AEl'ency

AdYer

ll
All kinds Farm Produce taken in e~cbange for goods.
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Women In Emeraenelea,
CLIPPINGS FOR THE CURIOUS.
It is not always a question of nerves,
writes
Emily
s.
Bouton
in
the
Toledo
"Gauze" derives its name from Gaza,
th e Lau d ,
Sheep Iin1>rove
The handsome l.>raceletsand necklaces Blade, but one of habit, which enables where it was first made.
Sheep eficct very marked improvehouse or uarn.
which Turkish ladies wear, composed of one person to do just the right thing
ment- in pastures.
Pastures which have
Cresar's laconic despatch, "1Jeni, vidi,
It has been shown. by experience that
ancient coins of gold, form one of their under critical conditions, while another, vici," was inspired by the rapidity with
become so thoroughly run out.and overorna- and far stronger physically, stands by which he had overcome Pharnaces.
run by briers and bushes as not to be a pig digests a larger percentage of richest and most characteristic
worth fencing for cattle pastnre, by be- grain, converting it into animal increase, ments. As these coins arc scarce, and utterly helpless. I have seen a fraH,
It is but twenty-two years since the
as the taste for this style of ornament is delicate woman, who looked as if a war was ended, but in that time $792,ing given over to the sheep for a few than a steer, cow or sheep.
years, will be brought into a productive
A Connecticut farmer is credited with ever increasing, certain adventurers have breath might blow he.r away, quietly 707,050.29 have been disbursed by the
condition.
Any pasture used for cattle shooting hog~ in the forehead with a had coins made in Europe of baser step to the front and direct those around Pension Office.
and horses may profitably have as many small rifle, which he considers the most metals, which, in Turkey, they sell as her in an emergency with ~ wise. foreThe University of Oxford was founded
genuine.
In Anatolia and cls.ewhcre
sheep addc<l to the stock as there are humane method of slaughter.
thought that chc·cked possible evil con- in the ninth century.
The earliest Geracres in the pasture, and the pasture will
Clover bay is one of the best of foods they have driven a prosperous trade in sequences, while her stronger friend man university
was that at Preyon
be bencfittcd thereby.
Sheep eat so for sheep. Sheep that are old and but this way. But the government has now went into hysterics. The one had learned founded in 1350.
prohibited the sale of these sham coins to control herself; the other simply
many kin<ls of plants which cattle and of condition will improve surprisingly
The word quintal, another form of
horses refuse, that the addition of a few on clover hay, and sometimes become and ordered the seizRre of such as may gave way to a natural feeling of constercehtal, is derived from the Arabic kin·t fl h
be now offered for purchase.
sheep, by keeping down those plants
nation.
-~c•~
I
-tar, which is a modification of the Latin
which other stock refuse, really increases
No home or family can be entirely
It seems to be admitted that one can
Throwina
the Wcdcllni:
Shoe.
centum, a hundred.
the l)roduct of grasses for other stock.
guarded
against
the
possibility
of
some
breed for egg!' just as one can breed for
This custom of throwing one or more
The house of Hapsburg, the present
-[Northeastern
Farmer.
accident
which
only
instant
action
can
milk or butter.
An egg from a good old shoes aft~r the bride and groom
ruling :tamily of Austria, came to the
prevent
from
having
fatal
consequences.
layer will be more likely to produce a either when they go to chi.;rch to be marn.,Jsin:;: ¥01111~
Turkeys.
front with Rudolph I., Ki:ng of GerThe hardest task the farmer's wife is good layer than an egg from a poor ried or when tbcystart on their wedding More thai.1 am.yone els" must the mother
many, in the thirteenth century.
have
control
of
herself
and
be
prepared,
called upon to perform is to raise the layer.
journey, is so old that the memory of
The value of a human life, estimated
no
matter
how
her
heart
may
be
torn
young turkeys.
It is not difficult to
One thing appears to have been pretty
man stretches not back to its bcgrnning.
hatch them. as the turkey hen is a per- well demonstrated on the Rural's expcri- Some think it represents an assault, and with anguish at the suffering of some from life assurance and wage statistics,
is $14,600. The value, however, is not
sistent sLter and does her duty faith- ment grounds, viz: "That
a larger is a lingering trace of the custom among loved one, to move with calmness and
realized without work and growth.
fulfy, while the eggs are nearly always quantity of potatoes, as well as potatoes
savage nations of carrying away the precision in the doing of the best posThe longest tunnel in the world, which
fertile.
A single union of the gobbler of a better quality, can be raised with
bride by violence; otccrs thing that it sible thing under the circumstances.
It is no mark of a delicate fine lady- has taken over a century to construct,
and hen will fertilize all the eggs the chemical fcrtili,zers than with manure."
is a relic of the ancient law of exchange
It is at
hen may lny during the season. Like
An excellent mixture of hay for all or purchase, and that it formerly im- ism to scream or faint or go into hysterics has been lately completed.
The physi- Schemnitz, in Hungary, and is 10. 27
the human being, the turkey is very classes of stock is one-third clover hay plied the surrender by the parents of al at some sudden happening.
feeble and tender when young, but with timothy and redtop, which is much dominion
or authority
over
their cal condition may be such, it is true, as miles long.
hardy when matured.
The most impor- better than either one alone, as the mix- daughter.
A "find" in Sweden lately consisted
It has a likenCGs to a Jewish to render perfect control over the nerves
tant matter is to never allow them to ture is more complele in food clement~. custom mentioned in the Bible. Thus an impossibility, but these exhibitions
of a wooden coffin containing a body
get wet. They must not even be allowed It should be fed with an allowance of in Ducteronomy we read when the could be 1>revented in a majority of wrapped in a woven material.
The
Temperament may also have "findn dates from the bronze age and is
on, damp ground, especially at night. ground grain also.
the brother of a dead man rtifused to cases.
Keep them, with the hen, in a rooiny run,
marry his widow she a~serted her inde- much to do with the matter, but those the first of its kind made in tbat country.
Some of the large mutton breed& ot pendence of him by "loosing his shoe." persons who know themselves to be
dry, and sheltered frqm winds for a
M. G·osse has, it is ,said, found means
week. Then let them out on clear days sheep, such as Oxfords, often shear from Also, in Ruth, when the kinsman of possessed of an organization that is to restore the life-like expression to the
after the dew is off in the morning, twelve to twenty pounds of wool, and Boaz gave up his claim to the inheritanc:e easily disturbed should set resolutely at eyes of dead bodies. He places a few
and get them up early at night. Feed this fact, with their ability to attain very of Ruth aml to Ruth also, he indicated
work to gain control of it, instead of drops of glycerine and water on the coron ground oats nnu milk, cooked to- heavy weights, should be a strong in• his assent by 1>lucking ·of his shoe and nur~ing it into greater weakness by in- nea, and lifelike expression is reproducement
to
farmers
to
use
rams
of
mutgether as bread, with chopped onion in ton breeds for crossing on the native giving it to Boaz. It was also the cus- dulgence. I remembered
hearing a duced.
it, and give finely chopped meat and
tom of the Middle Ages to place the physician say of a patient who was
The mo~t powerful telescopes now in
ewes.
bone meal at least once a day. Feed
husband's shoe on the head off the nup- given to falling into agonizing hysterics
use magnify 2000 times. As the moon
Several correspondents state that dis- tial couch, in token of his domination.
at the slightest provocation, that sh«}
often, and vary the food to anything
is 240,000 miles from the earth, it is thus
was cured by being left to lie upon the
they will eat after they are a week old, ease among swine is checked by a change -[Paris American Register.
practically brought to within 120 miles,
floors where she had thrown her,elf, and
but always feed mel\t. Always look out of pasture and food. One in Davis
How to Keep the Hands So:Ct.
allowed to scream, and tumble, ana at which distance the snowy peaks of
for lice, as that is often the cause of county, Ia., says: "Hogs aro fed on
A little ammonia or borax in the
faint ad libitum. Heroic treatment, it Geveral lunar mountains are distinctly
young turkeys dying off. Give chopped blue grass until ready for fattening,
water
you
wash
your
hands
with
and
is true, is not always feasi\Je, but in this visible.
eggs the first two days, in addition to when they are corn-fe"d, which probably
that
.;ater
just
lukewarm,
will
keep
the
Jereme Milltr, of Jackson, Mich., hnA
the other food, but give nothing the first is the reason for their exemption from skin clean and soft. A little oatmeal case it was effectual.
I do not want to be understood as a three-year-old son whose constant com•
thirty-six hours. Do not let the hen disease.
mixed with the water will whiten the
panion is a lighted corn cob pipe filled
ramble too·far, or tire the young ones.
Turkeys are capable of rapid digcs- hands. Many people me glycerine on having no sympathy with hysterical
He puffs it with
Watch them closely till they ara past tion, and are always apparently hungry.
their hands when they go to bed, wear- people, for they are often terrible suffer- with strong tobacco.
danger.
If allowed to forage they can be kept at ing gloves to keell the bedding clean; ers, and their situation is the result of an great relish, having found the tobacco
habit through sucking old clay pipes
Best ,vay to Apply Ponltry !Uanure.
a very small expense, but when kept in but glycerine makes some skins harsh overstrained body, but I do mean to
given him to play with.
If every farmer and every keeper of confinement th ey consume more th an and red. These people should rub their say that persons who are ordinarily well
fowls, even on a city lot, only knew how hens. When young a nd growing th ey hands with dry oatmeal, and wear gloves should struggle to govern themselves,
Apacltes Receiving Supplies.
valual.>le poul'try droppings really are P rod uce a carcass equivalent to th e food in bed. The best preparation for the and that the matter lies lar 6 ely in their
The flour is poured into the centre of
own
hands.
Without
this
self-control
not a handful of them would ever be consumed.
hands at night is white of egg, with a
a deer skin, and the hide gathered toallowed to go to waste. A single tableIn trimming a hedge something else grain of alum dissolved in it.
"Roman all other preparation which I have mengether; a string is tied around it, and
spoonful where needed will make a should be considered as well as the mat- toilet paste" is merely white of egg, tioned will be comparatively useless.
on top of that goes the sugar; and so on.
thrifty hill of corn, where, without it, tcr of cutting off the extra growth. A barcley flour, and 'honey. They say it
lfa11llon Notes.
Salt, coffee, and such smaller things are
The gypsy hat is popular for young
there might be only a sickly growth of proper shape should be given it. There was used by the Romans in olden time.
tied up in a corner of her waist or skirt;
puny stalks. Prof. Voelckcr, of the is nothing ~o attractive or ornamental as Any way, it is a first-class thing; but it ladies.
and on emerging from the line a squaw
The opal and the moonstone are numRoyal Agricultural Society of England,
a shapely, well kept hedge, and it udds is mean, sticky stuff to use, and does
frequently has the major portion of her
advises as the least expense and the best value to the farm.
not do the work any better than oat- bered with fashionable stones.
clothing used up in such ways. It gives
way of using poultry manure to mix it
The Ohio agricultural collcgt: slates as meal. The roughest and hardest hands
'!'he favorite sash ribbons are made of her an odd appearance, but has one adwith dry earth, and the like into a com- the results of experiments there in soil- can be made soft and white in a month's moire, having fan picot edges.
vantage-she
can't, like her civilized
post. Mixed with about twice the quan- ing cattle that half the number of time by doctoring them a little at bedApron draperies, both long and short,
sister, lay it down on the counter and
tity of dry, earthy matter. of this kind, acres will feed the same amount of time; all the tools you need are a nail appear upon many of the new dresses.
forget it, or leave it in the street car on
it will soon be reduced into a fairly dry stock and keep them in better condition
brush, a bottle of ammonia, a box of
Babies' long frocks must measure for- ber way home.
and powdery state, in which it may be if the product be cut and placed before powdered borax, and a little fine white
.A.nd such a noisy, busy scene! What•
ty-two inches from the neck to the hem.
readily sown broadcast or with the drill, them. Nevertheless soiling is not everysand to rub the stains off, or a cut of
Bonnets of white, pale pink, mauve ever may be the characteristics of other
and found useful in growing any kind of where profitable.
lemon, which will do even better for the
and white plush are worn in the evening. tribes of Indians, the Apaches are lively
garden vegetal.>les. For root crops, such
A Western New York farmer who buys acid oft.he lemon will clean anything.
and talkative.
The men, as a rule, have
The spangles on gauzy evening fans
as turnips, carrots and mangels, it is ad- sheep from the West to fatten in the fall, Manicures use acids in the shop, but the
good full voices, and those of the squaws
vised that poultry manure is mixed, after says he last year made a profit when his lemon is quite as good, and isn't poison- are of small size, in silver, gold and are most musical, albeit a trifle high
colored metal.
reducing to a powdery state, with an neighbors made none, by buying split ous, while the acids are.-[Analyst.
pitched.
They love to blarney, as an
Evening co:fiurea are ornamented with Irishman would say, and a constant
equal weight of superphosphate, and the and colored beans, which he fed with
Beauty
orChincsc
co,tnme,
mixlure drilled in at the rate of 500 corn, inste'ad of an all corn ration. He
One oriental damsel who was airing pompons of feathers, flowers and beads, stream of chaff and shrieks 0f laughter
1ace and ribbon.
pounds to the acre. In making poultry says two-fifths beans with corn, make a herself and her tinery simultaneously
is kept up as they pass along the row of
manure into compost with earth, Prof. sheep thrive and fatten faster than full yesterday afternoon on Dupont street,
Plaid woo:en materials arc used in windows. Everything
is laughed at.
Voelcker warns against mixing quicklime rations of corn.
wore a pale blue silk coat with huge combination with striped and checked' One poor old thing, in tying up the
with it, as the effect would be to liberate
A Western farmer advises stringing
funnel-like sleeves trimmed with black fabrics for dresses for misses.
sugar in her dress loses the ends, and
the ammonia, the most of which would seed corn by tying the ears together with and pale yellow silk braid. Her trousers
Jewelled combs in miniature sizes are away it goes to the ground amid perfect
escape and be lo3t. On the other_ hand, husks in some place where the .grain can we.,e of black silk, also bordered with used on liairpins ' for evening wear, as torrents of laughter and fun. No one
he recommends as a positive advantage 'be saturated with coal smoke. The pale yellow; her boat-like sabots were are flower patterns set with gems.
cffers to help her as she scrapes it caremixing soot with this compost. In the·. odor, h'e says, repels squirrels and embroidered
with Linc silk, and the
fully up, but she good-'naturedly joins
Crape and crepe lisse fans, bordered
absence of soot, the next best thing, in worms from eating the seed. The seed deep white soles provided an area of
and hastens to
with lace and spangled with silver and in the general laughter,
bis opinion, is to mix in burnt plaster to comes up quicker, the plants grow mora about three square inches for the maid to
regain her place in the line. To all this
gold, are very pretty and effective.
which a small quantity of superphos- vigorously
and
ripen
several days stand erect upon. Another
celestial
din add the dogs, boys and ponies, and
Baby's toilet basket is now mounted you almost have a pandemonium-burphate is added, the free acid of which earlier than from the seed not so treated.
maiden was similarly dressed, except that
on
a
rattan
or
white
willow
stand,
lined
will eventually prevent the escape of
Where corn is left out in tho stook that garment which among Christians is
ros braying,
colts
calling to their
with china silk, and profusely decorated
ammonia. A mixture of two parts burnt through the winter the greater part of peculiar to m'a!es, was a gorgeous orange
mothers, lost to them in the crowd, and
with
tinted
ribbon.
plaster and one part superphosplrntc may the value is lost. Rains and melting
silk, and her stockings,
evidently of
the ponies
themselves
fighting and
The newest cloaks for little girls have stamping
be kept in readiness to mix with the snows soak and drain the stalks of their American make, were of red silk with
at , the
flies.-[Overland
waists
reaching
only
to
the
armpits,
more
fresh chicken droppings tor the purpose nutriment, while inside the stook mice clocks up the side. A third girl wore an
:Monthly.
of absorbing the excess of moisture and pursue their ravages without fear of azure blue skirt, a crimson coat and like a deep yoke than a waist, and skirts
Why Ho Waited.
thus facilitate its being reduced to dry their numerous enemies. A family of bright green pants. Still another wore falling to the ankles.
The choir of a certain "orthodox''
Brooches and earrings are being made
and friable nature. Three parts of fresh mice will easily destroy one-quarter of a pale v10let cloak ov~r a dark blue
more and more to serve as sets, though it church in New England once sang Menchicken manure and one part of the pre- the value of the corn in a stook through
blouse, hc-r ?a~ts also bemg green.
.
ceding mixture of burnt plaster and t-he winter. This is r, pretty heavy tax \ A very 1Jr1lhant costume was a cnmcannot be said that sets have yet regained delssohn's "!Waited for the Lord," giving it with four voices only, as they liad
superphosphate if kept under cover for a to pay for delayin"' work that costs fully I son silk coat with a broad band of green their old-time popularity.
few days anrl turned once or twice dur- as much to do in tlie spring as it would and re~ embroidery running all around
Drawn work, hemstitching, brier and no chorus. 'fhe start was a good one,
ing the time, and then passed through a to do in its proper time in the fall.
the slnrts, neck and sleeves; the pants feather stitching, embroidery, lace and ancl cverytnin"'0 was goino with a swing
screen or seive, will be found to be more
were bright blue, and shoes prettily tucks adorn the long pretty first dresses and a boom, when suddenly the bass
th
efficacious when applied at the rate of
One of
e arguments in favor of embroidered in pink and rgold. A oale
failed to come in on a solo passage when
of the baby of the present.
from GOOto 800 pounds to the acre. - , th resbing corn is th at it also shells it at blue cloak, violet pants with yellow
he was positively due. The organist
Paletots or coats for little girls look
th e same time. But it does th is very im. trimmings, pearl beaded head dress and
[Prnctical Furmcr.
played for a full bar, and then turned
perfectly, as th c corn is usually damp finely worked silver bangles on wrists stylish with a hood of the material hang- and hissed: "'What's the matter with
.i~u.nn and Garden
~otes.
when husked, and it is not possible for and ankles formed the princfpal features ing down the back, richly lined and a you?"
Don't compel your horses to cat musty
even the best shellers to take off all the of !he costume of a small Mongol maiden, waistcoat to match in the front.
Then, just us everybody was wonderhay. It will produce fatal lung troul.>le,
Lyons silks, made up with broad vel- ing why the bass was behind time, the
grain. But a worse objection th an th is who held in her hand the diminutive
.f,nd, in any event, heaves.
vet stripes of a contrasting or harmonizlies in the fact that where corn is
singer suddenly found his voice, and
queue of her small brother, who trotted
No oil penetrates wood so well as threshed and shelled as well as husked
ing color, are selected as the material for burst out in really stentorian tones: "J
before her.
crmle pclrolcum, uonc 1s so cheap, and it docs not keep as well as when it iS
cvenir.g dresses for elderly ladies.
waited for the Lord."
The boy was hardly less attractively
Jl(1J1e so effective _a,; :1 pres<.rvative.
Silk pompons appears conspicuously
"The people smiled, and after the
pnt in the crib on th e car. There is dressed, ancl his pale pink silk 1 ound hat
Prof. Ct1ok nf L ,nsin;;, :iUch., has rn\ich dampnl'SS in_th c,gr'.,inor n~w corn, was decorated with a bright reel silk airong the fancy trimminbs of the present piece was finished the organist sought
season.
They
arc
used
at
the
ends
of
kiilud e ,bh,t~e \\'or:n,; 'l'it'i a 111ixturcof aml it needs tlw c1rcu.nt10n of alt' wluch knob and !JUO'C tassel of tne same mathe singer and said: "Jlfr. A--,
your
one poun,l of buirnch wit .• :; JO ):!allons it gets in the cril.> \\·hen on the <.:vbto tcrial ancl.col~r.-[San Franchco Chron- sashes, l.>onnctstrings, etc,, and arc even excuse was not quite satisfactory."dry
it
out.
icle.
used
as
trimming
for
waists
and
sleeves.
of water.
rHarper's Weekly.
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LADIES' DEPARTMENT.

One use for old tin cans is to cut them
up into strips two or three inches wide
and tack them over mouse holes in the
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COTTONSEEDOIL.
An
Spread

Industry
Rapidly

Which
Has
in the South.

Various Useful Products Extracted From
An Article OnceThrown Away,
In every bale of cotton there nre 1000
pounds of seed and 500 !JOUn:ls of lint.
As about two acres of land are required
to raise a bale of cotton, one ncre will
produce about />00 pounds of cotton seed
which brings the planter $10 per ton or
:$2. 50 per acre. A ton of seed yields 76
·gallons of oil, which sells for about 80
cents per gallon. It also yields about 20
pounds of short staplo lint, useful for
_making cotton batting, etc.
Besides
:there is the meal, formerly considered
;valuable only to mix with other food for
cattle, but which is now returned to the
'soil in the shape of fertilizer.
The gossypium is a fertilizer especially adapted to the needs or cotton, and
its principal ingredient is cotton-seed
meal, or the pulverized cake from which
cotton-seed oil has been expressed.
As
the gossypium factory is dependent upon
the oil mill for material, and the latter
finds in the fertilizer works a ready
market for its largest product, the two
are often found closely connected and
governed by mutual interests.
The cotton-seed upon entering the
mill first passes through the "linters"deli~ate machines which remove from
each separate seed every particle of its
:fleecy covering which has escaped thii
cruder process of the cotton-gin.
From
the linter it goes into the huller, where
its hull or shell is split open and torn off.
The meat is then boiled in huge caldrons, during which operation it gives
out a rich, unctous odor, suggestive of
culinary operations on a large scale, but
not at all unpleasant.
The boiled seed,
encased
in small coarse bags, then
goes to "press."
Twenty bags filled
with the well~cooked mass are thrust into
as many receptacles of an immensely
powerful steam-press.
Power is applied
gradually, but with a terribly relentless
energy, until the oil, flowing out in
steady streams, and finding its way to
the receiving tanks below, has been entirely expressed from the several bags,
and each contains merely a hard, dry
cake. From these cakes the sacking
covering is stripped, to be used again,
and they are thrust into the jaws of a
rapidly revolving mill that instantly reduces them to meal, which goes to the
fertilizer factory across the way.
The Atlanta cotton-seed 01! mill prodaces 10,000 barrels of oil and 4000 tons
of m·eal annually.
It is possible to so
refine this oil as to produce a tasteless,
odorless,, and colorless liquid, and its
_sphere of • usefulness is being daily extended.
It is largely used in adulterations, and it is stated upon good authority that one-fourth of all the lard used in
this country is cotton-seed oil.
In this Atlanta mill nothing is wasted;
even the hulls of the cotton seed are
utilized as fuel beneath the boilers of
its 150-horse-power engine.
Not only
do these hulls furnish fuel for this mill,
but half of them forced through 600 feet
of pneumatis pipe, reach the adjacent
"gossypium'' works, and there form the
only fuel used to heat its boilers. Besides cotton-seed meal, the ingredients
of the ''gossypium phospho" are sulphuric acid, which is manufactured on
the premises rom sulphur imported by
the shipload from Sicily, muriate of
potn~Ji, which comes from German
mines, nitr.ate ..rof soda, from Peru, sulphate of ammonia, from Chicago, and
phosphates, which are dug o!l the Stone
River near Charleston, South Carolina.
In 1876 the cotton-seed oil mills were
only paying the planters about eight
cents per bushel for seed, as there was
no market for the meal, and depending
upon the oil alone for a profit, they
could afford no more. Now they pay
from sixteen to eighteen cents per
bushel for the seed.
The fertilizer
produced from it can be bought for
$82 per ton, and a ton is sufficient for
about ten acres. The result of its use is
to double the yieldmg capacity of the
soil, so that the entire cost of the fertilizer is now defrayed by the CQtton seed,
which was formerly an almcst waste
product, and the extra yield of lint may
be considered as just so much clear
profit.-[Harper's
Weekly.
Splitting a Hurricane.
.A.hero of of an owertruc tale in tre
Fairfield (Me.) Journal succeeded in
splitting a hurricane.
Seeing it coming straight towards his barn, he took
two boards and holding them with. his
best hold, before the barn, the ends together in front of him so that they
formed a sort of wedge, he spread the
hurricane apart, so that it only took off.
two corners of the barn.
For preserving barns or serving yarns, there's nothing like ingenuity. -[Boston Traveler.

A Wonderful Clock.
Another great clock has been added to
the horological wonders of the world-a
piece of mechanism that will vie with the
elaborate marvel of Strasburg Cathedral,
and put th e processional curiosity of
Berne Tower into the shade. The lilltest
effort of the renowned Christian Martin
of Villingen, in the Black Forest, is said
in its way to surpass anything of the
kind yet attempted.
It is three and a
half metres high, two and three-quarters
broad, and shows the seconds, minutes,
quarter hours, hours, days, weeks, months,
the four seasons, the year,, and leap
years until the last sound of the year
99, 999 of the Christian era.
Moreover, it tells on its face the cor rect time for various latitudes, together
with the phases of the moon and a variety of useful information generally confined to the pages of an almanac.
It also contains a vast number of
working figures representing the life of
man, the cree3 of Christendom, and the
ancient pagan and Teutonic mythologies. Sixty separate and individualized
statuettes strike the sixty minutes.
Death is represented, as in Holbein's famous dance. in the form of a skeleton.
In another part appear the Twelve
Apostles; the Seven Ages of Man, modelled after the description of Shakspeare,
the four seasons, the twelve signs of the
Zodiac, and so on.
During the night time a watchman
sallies forth, and blows the hour upon
his horn, while at sunrise chanticleer appears and crows lustily.
The cuckoo
also calls, but only once a year, on ~e
first day in spring. Besides the figures
there is a whole series of movable figures
in enamel, exhibiting in succession the
seven days of Creation and the fourteen
Stations of the Cross. At a certain hour
n little sacristan rings a bell in the spire,
and kneels down and folds his hands, as
if in prayer; and, above all, the musical
works are said to have a sweet and delicious flutelike tone.-[St.
James Gazette.
The Pig.
The pig is a familiar object in natural
history, and his origin dates back to
some time before Noah had to pack up
and ·go sailing. He gut some pigs to go
up the gang-plank and enter his ark, but
that was the only instance ever known
where the animal accommodated anybody who was in a hurry.
While there
are several species and many breeds, no
one travelling abroad into strange countries will ever mistake a pig for anything else. It was not until the year
1652 that his flesh was eaten.
Up to
that time his bristles were supposed to
run clear through him and clinch on the
other side, and his meat was supposed
to be made up of burdock roots, old
potatoes and tomato cans.
There arc
still some people who ·declare against
pork, but when pork is a shilling a
pound
codfish
is
only
seven
cents. The pig alive is of no good to
anybody, but when dead his meat can
be made to answer fo-· chicken, mutton,
turtle, quail, venison ::md pork; hisbristles arc made into camel's hair
brushes; his hoofs into glue, his legs into
pickles, his hide into alligator skin, and
his fat was used for lard until cotton
seed oil and wagon grease took its
place.-[Detroit
Free Press.
Horsemanship Tested.
Candidates for appointment upon the
mounted police force in Australia are required to give an exhibition of their
skill in rifling. This feature of the examination is made sufficiently amusing
to those who conduct it, if we may
judge from the account of an applicant:
My next duty was to go through the
riding business. At Sidney there was
an old trick horse kept for the special
delectation of candidates
who were
under the impression that they could
ride. Sergeant Thompson took a delight in seeing these
young fellows
come off. I knew all about this artful
old dodger, and was prepareil.. Having
saddled him, I took him out on the
green and walked him round.
So long as I only walked, he went all
right, but directly the sergeant sang out,
"Canter!"
down went his head, his
back curled up, and his heels reached
an elevation somewhere over my head.
A good cut with a cane, and a kick in
the ribs with my heels, sent him back
into a proper frame of mind, and he cantei:ed pleasantly around.
"You'll do; dismount.
You stuck on
very well," said the sergeant, in a disappointed t_o_ne_.
______
_

Cn a Slow Road.
Passenger- What's the matter? We're
running n little fast, nin't we?
Ccnductor-Ycs,
sir. The fireman's
run ahead to chase a cow off. the track,
and the engineer's crowded on a little
more steam to try to keep up- with him.
-[Pittsburg
Dispatch.

f BILL NYE ON
•

A Humorist
ed With

The Ilarbers of Persia.
BOILS. A Persian
barber works in a style that

__ _
Who Was AfflictJob's
Comforters.

Seven Bothersome Little Blossoms on the
Back of His Neck,
I am having a highly humorous experience with boils, says Bill Nye in an
A~heville, N. C., letter to the Chicago
News.
To others this announcement
will come with no element of sadness,
perhaps, but to me it brings a thrill of
the keenest and most poignant anguish.
A man might go all over a whole
country and not find anything more
poignant than these boils seem·to m:e.
There are seven of these little blossoms, and they hang in a ripe cluster on
the back of my neck, about· two inches
below what the phrenologists call love of
home.
I had never brought out a boil until last
week, though I have led a very checkered life, but on Thursday morning I
awoke to find myself the parent of seven
cunning little red-headed boils about
the size of a pumpkin seed.
They are small, but oh how restless
they are, and how they struggle with
each other for supremacy.
People here say these boils are a
result of the climate.
The air here is
especially calculated to bring out anything in the line of latent humor.
A
man who had been running a humorous
weekly paper in the far west came here
and in two weeks he broke out so that
his friends had to do him up in a poultice seven feet long.
I am not doing much for these boils,
because I want to teach them to be selfreliant and depend upon themselves.
One of them was a puny little thing at
first, and I felt sorry for it when my
friends told me about it. I cannot see
these boils, of course, as they are not
in the direct line of vision, being on the
back of my neck. So I get a friendone I can trust-and
I let him come arid
tell me how they are domg from time
to time.
This little boil at first did not bid fair
to hold out more than a day or two, but
yesterday it began to throw aside its
lethargy and to realize that life is real.
It is fully abreast of the others now
and has a large and very active crater
to it.
For three days I put various thing3 on
these boils; among others soap, sugar,
t}ie white of an egg, ground flaxseed,
bread and milk, bread and molasses,
etc., etc. There were other things recommended, but as the boils were all in a
cluster I had to try one thing at a time.
With seven boils well distributed
I
might have tried several remedies at
once, but I did the best I could. In
three days I have rendered $18 worth of
groceries en tircly useless to the con5umer.
One great difficulty has been the unsatisfactory results of my efforts to get
any sleep. Before I was overtaken by
the poll-evil I used to rest on the back
of my hcnd and neck at night a good
deal, but after a few experiments with
my head pillowed on these seven little
hot-beaded boils I found that it made
iny head too high.
Boils visit the rich and poor alike, the
humble and exalted. They are not a
mark of greatness, for boils frequently
come to the obscure and the unknown.
Thev do not 1;ome with the seeking nnd
they are not to be obtained by study or
effort. Boils fall to the lot of many
whose lives would otherwise be void of
i11cident. To such they ·are indeed a
great benison, or may l,e used as such.
How many people do we know who have
naught else to show us in the way of
progress, but a kind Providence has bestowed a boil upon them now and then,
which they can exhibit ns an evidence
that they are not remaining absolutely
stagnant?
The felon also is a queer article, the
usefulness of which has not been
thoroughly made clear to my mind.
There arc nii;ety-eight different things
that are good for a felon, each of which
will make it ache first-rate, and that
seems to be the principnl objection both
with felons and boils. Some cut the
finger open in treating a felon and scrape
the bone with a corncob or a wood rasp.
About the only way to cure a felon is to
seriously injure the finger and thc11 cure
the injure_. _______
_

No Extravagance There.
A. hard-up looking man who had accosted a citizen on Canal street for ten
cents was answered with:
"Sec here, didn't you hit me for a
dime only three days ago?"
"I believe I did, sir, but do the very
best I can I can't
lrncp my expenses
down to less than three nod one-third
cents per day. Your dime is all gone."
-[Wall Street News.

is very different from that of tonsorial
practitioners
in this
country.
A
typical shop, described by a traveller, was a square room with one
side open on the
street. In the
centre was a tiny bed of flowers sunk in
the floor, from the middle of which rc,se
an octagonal stone column a yard high.
The capital of the column formed a receptacle for the water in which the barber dipped his hand as he shaved his
customer's .scalp-in Persia they do not
lather.
On the earthen platform outside
the shop sat a burly man whose long
beard was being dyed an orange color.
It was full of yellow mud (the henna in
a paste) and bound up with cabbageleaves to prevent too rapid evaporation.
The shop was very clean. On two recesses were displayed four vases filled
with flowers, and the implements of the
barber's art--scissors,
razors, lancets,
hand-mirrors, large pincers to extract
teeth, branding-irons
to cauterize the
arteries in amputating limbs, strong
combs, but not a hair brush, for that implement is never used by Persians. From
the barber's girdle hung a round copper
water bottle, his strap, and a pouch to
hold his mstruments.
In his bosom was
a small mirror, the presentation of which
to a customer is a sign that the job is
finished and that the barber waits for
his pay. The barber shaves the heads of
his customers, dyes their beard~, pulls
their teeth, cups and bleeds them when
ailing, sets their broken bones, and
shampoos their bodies,

Expeetation.
Between the sunset and the sun
Night slumbers on the sleeping bars,
And through its curtain, one by one,
Gleam tender glances of the stars
Between the sunset and the sun.
And so between my love's lips lies
An untold message meant for me;
Whether 'twill bring me sweet surprise
Or dole or doubt or paradise,
Is known alone to destiny.
Yet as I wait a dream of tears
Between her eyelids and her eyes,
A mystery of mist appenrs,
That hints of hope and flatters fears;
And on her lips a burst o! sighs,
And on her lids a red that dies
To slumberous shadows that fall and rise,
Till as I seek some sign to see,
Between her eyelids and her eye1
Love lights his lamp and laughs at me.
-Francis Howard Williams.
HUllOROUS.
Bread is never
kneaded.

made

until

it

ia

The telephone operator has a perpetual
boiler day.
One of the latest serenade songs is,
"0, tell me love is the dog tied up."
A new solution of the hmc-honored
conundrum, "7"hy do poor people marry?
is that misery loves company.
A new song is entitled "Autumn
Leaves." The title is unopportune, as
autumn left some months ago.
A tumble in the price of wheat is not
relished by the speculator in that commodity. It goes against bis grain.
Charity, they say, covers a multitude
of sins; but an exchange thinks there is
not nearly enough of it to go round.
A westP.rn lecturer hns selected fot
his subject, "A Bad E;g."
This subject often strikes a lecturer unfavorably.

Tired Eyes.
People speak about their eyes being
tired, says the Herald of Health, meaning that the retina or seeing portion of
"Can February :M:arcM" asked the
the eye is fatigued, but such is not the
"Percase, as the retina hardly ever gets punster, with a sickly smile.
tired.
The fatigue is in the inner and haps not," replied the quiet man, ''but
outer muscles attached to the eyeball April May."
and the muscle of accommodation, which
"I do not desire wealth for itself,"
surrounds the lens of the eye.
When a remarked the philosopher.
"No;" renear object is to be looked at tliis muscle plied the cynic, "I suppose you desire it
relaxes an~ allows the Jens to thicken,
for yourself."
increasing its refractive power.
The
Dr. Johnson once, spenking of a
inner and outer muscles arc used in cov- quarrelsome fellow, said:
"If he had
ering the eye on the object to be looked two ideas in his head they would fallout
at, the inner one being especially used with each other.
when a near object is looked at.
It is
Let a woman read all the advertise in the three muscles mentioned that the
fat:gue is felt, and relief is secured tern- ments and the poetry in a newspaper
and she doesn't care what they put in
porarily by closing the eyes or gazing at the news columns.
far-distant objects.
The usual indicaA sanitnry officer of Paris says there
tion of strain is a redness of the rim of
the eyelid, betokening a congested state are fully 2,500,000 rats in that city~
of the inner surface, accompanied with Sti,l American girls are not afraid to go
some pain.
Sometimes this weariness to the French capital.
Doctor-You handled me very gently
indicates the need of glasses rightly
adapted to the person, and in other during the cross-examination. Lawyercases the true remedy is to massage the Ah, sir, I did not know how soon you
eye and
its surroundings
as far as might be handling me.
may be with the hand wet in cold
.A.Michigan turkey has been trained
water.
to draw a sled. What is wanted in
Michigan, the land of raffles, is someA Tramp's Eloquence.
"You do not look very well, my poor thing that will draw a turkey.
Ending of a boy's letter from boar.dman," said a lady to a tramp to whom
she was handing something to eat.
ing-school:
"I can't write any m?re,
"No, ma'am, I do not," he answered. for my feet are so cold that I can't hold
"I neglected to take •my annual bath <1pen. Your affectionate son Tommy."
last summer, and I am suffering now for
A professional plamist says a person
my carelessness. I kept putting it off. can never tell a lie with his hand shut.
uniil the weather became too cold. This We know people who can tell a lie with
shows you, ma'am, the evil :or procrasboth hands shut and tied behind their
tination, and let me add that if you have backs.
it in your mind to give a poor tramp a
Queen Victoria hns ordered • from a.
small drop of something to keep him Lyons firm 2,800, 000 pocket handker •
warm, now is the time to do it. Do not chiefs with her picture on them, for the
be like me, ma'am. Do not procrasti- occasion of her coming jubilee, thµs prenate and afterwards carry around with paring the way for the hardest and
you a chestful of remorse and regret. most extensive blow her dynasty has yet
be warned madam by one who repents received.
at the eleventh hour."
Peat Bogs in Russia.
TJi.is admonition was too strong for
A H.ussian official report states that the
the lady to withstand,
and she immeuse of peat as fuel in factories is rapidly
diately went into the house and brought
increasing, and from this circumstance
the tramp out a cup of weak tea, steam•
the
price of peat-bogs hn:i risen so much
ing hot.-[BostonCourier.
that a bog is worth more than a well
timbered forest. Last year twenty-eight
Feeding th0 Crowd.
''Say, mamma," said Tommy, coming peat-bogs 1.Jelonging to the Crown were
in with his cnp in his hand, and a win- belng worked on leases, the total area
ning smile on his face, ''there are some- being 6,000 acres. 'l his year there are
boys out here with me, and won't you thirty-three such bogs, with an area of.
50,000 acres, containing peat to the estigive me a cooky apiece for them?"
mated exten~ of 40,000,000 Ilnssiancubic
"Well, I guess so, my boy."
fathoms. Many manul'acturcn arc giv"And say, mamma"-ing up the use of wood in favor of pe-at,
"What is it, Tommy?"
and this is especially the cnse in the
"They're awful hungry, and couldn't
province of Valdimir.
Peat-cutUng mathey have two cookies apiecei"
His mother laughed.
"Well, yes, my chines are supplied chiefly from Moscow,
but a few are sent from Ilelgium and
dear, if they are good boys."
Germany. The fuel has been tried for
''Oh, they are, mamma."
''Very well. Here is the cooky jar. railway work, but so far without any
By the way, Tommy, how many boys grent succes_s_.
_____
_
have you brought?"
Rard Luck.
••Oh, only
fourteen,
mamma."
"You say you have met with hard
-[Youth's
Companion.
luck?'' she queried of the tramp who
Men Complimented.
stood on the doorstep.
Miss Knickerbocker-If
Talmage is
"Yes, indeed-very
hard."
right, l\Ir. Snobbcrly, you ought to be a
"What was it?"
magnificent dancer.
"Why, ma'am, I invested my last $2
Snol.>berly-Ah, what did he say?
in a lottery ticket nnd never drew a
''Ile says men of talent and command- blessed prize. .A.hI If you rich people
ng intellect arc never good dancers."
only knew the misfortunes of the poor!"
-[Free Press.
- (Texas Siftings.
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HENRYWARDl3EECBElt
DEAD.

l~l~~&cn~.

Saturday afternoon Rev. Henry Ward
Beecher was prostrated by an attack of apPUBLISHED
THURSDAYS
AT
oplexy at his residence in Brooklyn, and
continued in an unconscious state until
eanlnn. Ilxfnrd
en .. Maine.
Tuesday morning at 9.30,_ when he died.
Mr. Beecher was nearly 74 years old, and
in August was to have celebrated his golden wedding and the 40th anniversary of
his vastorate of Plvmouth church.
Mrs.
E. N. CARVER,
EDITOR
&. PROP'R.
Bee~her sun·ives ;t the age of nearly 74
and in feeble health.
\Ve cannot here recount the great life-work of Beecher that
. EDITORIi\.L NOTES.
made him one of the most brilliant charA patent has been granted to Mr. C. C. acters of his time and sphere.
Even at his
Freeman of Dixfield, on a machine for pol- advanced age he seems to be cut off in the
ishing and compressing toothpicks.
midst of his usefulness, as, in addition to
his pastoral duties he was at work on a
It is reported R. A. Merrow, formerly second edition of his "Life of Christ," had
of the Wilton Record. will succeed Z. T. planned to soon write an an to-biography,
Harnes, as editor of the Phillips Phono- and was an occasional contributor to some
graph.
of the popular periodicals of the day. A
great man has gone.
The contest as to whether the railroad
from Mechanic Falls via.Canton or a new
ANNUAL:MARCH
MEE'l'INJ.
road from Bryant's Pond shall reach Rumford Falls first, has been agreed thus: The
Notwithstanding
the heavy fall of snow
Buckfield extension must move on within on Sunday, in addition to the already great
two years; if not, the right of way may be depth, cumbe, ing the roads and making
given for a road from Bryant's Pond.
travel very difficult, there was a good at-:(-):--

Thursday,
March
10,1887.

The 49th Congress expired by limitation
March 4th. It is an old trick, simple as
boy's play, to turn back the hands on the
dial of the Congressional clocks, in order
to gain time in the hurry of the last moments of the session to rush through measures of pressing necessity.
Upwards of
2,000 measures were upon the calendars
unacted upon at the hour of adjournment.
Some of the neglected legislation
will
cause distre.ss to certain classes of citizens
and stagnation of certain kinds of business.
But that is nothing compared with the importance of gaining party advantage.
It
is evident that were there no limitation or
poFtical necessity for adjournment, Congress would be in continuous session, and
nothing could be accomplished.
It might
be better to compel adjournment by limiting each session to two or three months.
The Maine House having passed the act
amending the liquor law, making the penalty imprisonment for first offense of liquor-selling, and the holding of a United
States li~ense as prima facie evidence that
the holder is a retail liquor dealer, there
1s said to be great consternation
among
that persecuted class of business men. A
Lewisto1~ Journal reporter, having interviewed several Bangor rum sellers, says
the action of the Legislature has created a
commotibn among them, and to a man
they are undecided as to what course they
will take. They are as willing as ever to
defy the law, providing a fine only is inflicted, but don't like the idea of imprisonment for the first offence. Then again,
they don't like the idea of furnishing evidence, by paying the U. S. tax on retail
liquor dealers.
Said one dealer:•·To tell you the truth I don't know
what to do. I do not care to get the revenue people after me for evading the law
and selling without paying the U. S. tax,
and I am sure I shan't put m_y neck into
the halter by paying the special U. S. tax
and leaving my application with my signature on file. I might have a clerk take
out one in his own name, but even then
he will have to shake Bangor, and be liable to prosecution should he return. Yes,
I am free to say that this last move is a
sockdolager for the liquor men."
The peop°le of Maine can hardly estimate
the value of tlle services rendered the public hy the State· Board of Health.
Our
own town has had some experience the
past year with an epidemic, and some lessons ought to be learned from the sad consequences.
No doubt the results \\Ould
have been worse but for the aid of the locd and State bo,o-d of health in controlling the disease. -Secretary A. G. Young,
in reviewing the . work done in the State
last year, refers to diphtheria
in Canton
as quoted below. It may not be as pleas,111treading as desired,but the facts should
be known and the lesson contained in
them should be heeded.
"The school house btands on a knoll
around which on the west and north Whitney Brook loses itself in a boggy swamp.
The swamp is not more than three or four
rods from the school house.
On the west
side of the school house also is the privy
not more than six feet from the school
house, the two windows of which were
kept open during the hot weather which
then prevailed before the outbreak.
The
vaults were in a verv unsatisfactory condition and the prevaifing west wind carried
their dangerous emanations
in through
the window,.
On the east side of the
school house, not more than two or three
rods distant, was a piece of ground of a
q11arter of an acre or more on which, in
the spring, a large numbcrofprivy
vaults
had been emptied and harrowed in,-not
plowed in. The rank, dark green growth
of grain on it showed how liberal had been
the dressing.
All the children who had
been attacked at ~he time of my first visit
had been attending school. Tht> first case
was seen by the doctor June J6th and
school was not clos,•d nntil fuly 2d. The
first child sick was only thre·e vears old
h11t was attendin<r0 the ·school ttntil her
sickness, and after this the other children
from the same house attended until they
were taken down.·•

tendance at our annual election of municipal officers .. As may have been noticed in
last week's TELEPHONE, the warrant contained 23 articles and nearl_v all day was
consumed in the transaction
of the business it included.
At 10 o'clock the meeting was called to order and the warrant
read by town clerk, H. H. Burbank.
Article 1~t being taken up. Mr. C. M. Holland, who has ],,ng and ably served the
town in the capacity of Moderator, declined re-election on account of being in feeble health, and Mt. Oscar Childs was
elected to that office, receiving 23 votes.
For Town Clerk, whole nu,i 1 ber of votes
cast was
148
Necessary for a choice,
7 -'
Nathan Reynolds had
H. H. Burbank,
67
M. Peabody,
So
Mr. Peabody was declared
took the oath of oFfice.

elected and

For Treasurer, whole Xo. of votes.
NeceHary for a choice,
A. Delano had
H. H. Burbank,
M. Peabody,
3-2
For 1st Selectman,. whole
votes,
Necessary for a choice,
P. Hodge had
Thomas Reynolds,
B. C. Waite,
A. B. Hollis,
A. Delano,
For 2d Selectman, whole
votes,
Necessary for choice,
A. Delano had
O. F. Taylor,
B. C. Waite,

a

For 3d Selectman, whole
votes,
Necessary for a choice,
A. Delano had
W. E. Adkins,
0. F. Taylor,
B. C. Waite,
A. Packard,
N. H. Campbell,

•~:

numbe::r of
147
74
6

133
numbe1· of
208
J05
93
II4
number

purchase of school books for the scholars
of the town, the Town Treasurer to purchase of publisher at lowest ca~h price and
TIME-TABLE.-In Eft'eot.Nov,1, '86,
sell to such as need them without profit.
GOING SOUTH.
GOING NORTH.
Lve, A. M.-MXD
'MAIL
L\o"C,
-·:\tXD
MJ\IL
Voted to set off F. E. Carver to an adGilbertville,
- 900 --,,~ MThere Are 347 female hl~cksmiths in
jo;ning district in Dixfield.
Canton,
4 15 9 15 Bo:-.ton,
7 oo En,,J,uul, all of whom nern,dly swing
Voted to appropriate $15 for the decora- ;r;~~~~rrr,-oad, 4f5 0.)0 P()rtlanrl,G.T.Ai~t~J•;~~
Leavy hammers and do meu's work.
tion of soldiers' graves.
East Sumner,
4 so;9 .)7 Lewiston,
~'
S co 1 58
1
Mechanic F'ls S 45 3 15
Voted to print the report of Selectmen *\:Va.rren H'd,
Bv a vArv cnrefol tP.~t it h:iq hPen fonnll
'll, 5 :)o;9 55 ~il~~I~~! i;~~;i',9 o.; 3 27
and Supervisor fo1· the ensuing year, and ~p,~;t,~;~;it
tli:1~ t,lie ~1·reug-th of al ,11sh·11:111·~ forearm
East Jlebron,
5 50 JO 05 E:1.!-itHebron,
9 30 3 ]i
distribute one week before annual meeting.
com,n,rns with tlmt nf a11 Eugiishmau of
6 .J5!10 ,s i::cfr~:1~1,R
'd, 10 15 3 50
When Article 6th was reached and taken ~~=~l:~i!~~,.
the ~ ..me weight as 5.3 to 8.3.
[arnve.
I
*\Va.rrcn R'cl,
6 40;10 32 East Sumner, 10 35 • 04
up there was a visible stir among the vot- MechanicF'ls
It is thought that n dozPn shots from
Lcwi~ton,
7
4J:.~
~~
!-1~~f
~o:'i=ioad,
to
50
4
10
ers, a8 it was expected there would be
1
the new German bomb, charged witl1
S 25 12- 05 Canton,
11 15 4 :15
&omething of a contest on the question of Portland,
dyua,uite
shells, wo11ld de.~troJ the
exempting from taxation the tannery prop- Boston, ____ I'; ~\l __~-~~ ~ilb4~E!:~
_ 1-J.$ strungest fortifications
in the world
*Trains stop only on signal.
erty. But the opposition was not nearly
Paper from seaweed is a g-l'OwingindusSTAGE C01'NECT[O~S.
as strong as a week ago, apparently,
and
It is so tr,rn-p,1reut that
AT ,YEST MINOT.-Daily,with
n:;iil lr:tin,for He- trv in Fmuce.
after a brief discussion and explanation of bron
Academy, 3 1-2 miles.
'
it.has been nse<l in the pl:1en o[ glnss for
tke purposes and desires of the new firm,
AT
BucKFl
RLD.-Daily,
,vith mail train, for
wiuuows. Making p:1p~r frolll seaweeu
Chase's Mills 4 miles, Tliri~r 6 miles, No. BnekbyJ. P. Swasey,Esq.,thehousewasread_v
ficld 3 miles, and \,Vest Sumner i milei--.
is said t.o be a flourishiug
art in
for the question.
On motion of'IVm. BerAT CANTON.-Daily,
with mail train, for East
Jnpan.
ry an amendment to the Article was adopt- Peru 5 miles, Vlcst Peru 10 miles,Dixfield 10 miles,
:\fexico 15 mH~s, Rumford Falls 1; miles, Roxl>urv
ed making the exemption extend only for .n miles,Byron 2.,'milcs,Honghton's
30 mile!-:. Af.
Between Ne,v York and the Gnlf of
such time as the property is actually used so for Brittun's Mi11s, Livermore, 5 miles.
Mexico there are ouly fonr n:1turnl
AT GILRERT\"ILLE.-Daily,
with .mail train, for
for the manufacturing
purposes namedeutmuees to harbors where the depth at
Canton Point J 1 •4 mile:--,
•
L. L. LIXCOL~,
S\Jrl".
within the ten years. This was a very
menu low water is over sixteen feet,
while U1e largest ships draw from 26 to
wise prodsion, as the property will immediately become taxable when it ceases to
28½ fl)et.
I
•
Peru, Feb. 2S, 1S~7.
operate and the help are thrown out of em- To H·lllis Turner, Esq .. of P~ru, a fustice of the
A Montn.1in snici<le evident.ly believed
Pt!ace for the county of Oxford and State of Maine:
ployment.
This amendment
doubtless
in the Iu¥i~l~. sltpel'stitiou t_lrnt his dog
\\rhcreas;
. the organi:t.ation
inc0rporntcd
and
1
known as the ''Pew o,v111.::rsof the 1'vfcthoclist l\fcetturned many to the support of exemption
wonld bnrn:. Jnm com1m11y rn the next
ing 1--Ionse in Peru,,, has not during the past three
who had previously opposed it as worded vcars or more, held its annual meeting, and where- world. So
urowning himself he
in the article.
\Vhen the vote was taken, as the Statutes for the St~tc of ~faine. chapter 12, tied a heavy itoue to his <L,g's neck and
section 34, prescribe the method to be pursued in
by polling the house, the vote stood 178 such cases;
tl.Jrew him i,o the lake,
'l"hcrefore, we the under,ig-ned, pew holders and
in favor of exemption, to 17 opposed. We proprietors in said house, do hereby respecttnlly
In her wnrs\vith TnrkPy hPtween 1767
.feel like congratulating
Mr. Smith on the ask and petition, that you issue y0ur warntnt as by
such Statutes made and provided. to some one of and 1774, Ru$sin. di_<lnot employ privahearty welcome he has received from the said petitioners, for a meeting tr> be held on the 2d
eers.
Iu tlie eighteeutli ceut.my priva•
of April next, at .i o'clock P. l\tI. at said house,
voters of Canton, and trust he will always dav
for the followi11g puq>')SCS, to wit:
teerini,? ]mil bec .. me au org-,1.11,z,,,lpirac_y,
Ilirst.-To
choos:! a moderator to preside at said
find our people· liberal, honorable
and
and almost every trenty atLempted, but
met!ting: also a. Clerk and Treasurer.
pleasant to deal with. And certainly we,
Sccond.-To
fill anv vacancies that have occurred
death or otlferwis~ i u the hoard of trustees of in vain, to restrain it.
as a town, are to be congratulated on our bv
s;tid house.
The Lamire were beliowen to be maligThird. -To see what action, if any, said pew holdgood fortune in securing this new accesers will take tr, remodd and impfove said house in- nant
spirits of the fem,Lle sex, who
sion to the business of the town. Let it side.
Fourth.-To
instruct said bt)ard of truc.tee::s how
wandered
about at night iu the gnise of
be known abroad that Canton is a good nnd by what mea.ns to carry out said action.
old hags, sucking the blood a1Hl devourFifth.-To
see what fu1·ther powers, if any, they
place to locate in, has natural advantages
wiiJ commit to said board of trustees, or a Commiting the flesh of hnmn.n beings, more
in situation, water power, river and. rail- tee in charg-e of said house.
especially young childr,m.
This superSixth.-To
see wha.t action they will take to call
road transportation;
that her people are future
mecting-s.
stition Ol'iginateJ in E.;-.vpt, wbeuce it
Yours Respectfnlly,
\rV'.\1, 1-l. \VAKL-EH,
agreeable, social, enterprising
and honest
l\lI. HALL,
was adopteu into Greece auJ ltaly.
as the average, and desirous of giving all
\V,i. II. BtNT.
The so-called fairy rings in old Engnew comers in business affairs an equal
State of Main-·,
{ ss
lish pastnres, little circles of a brighter
chance with ourselves.
We are confident County of Oxford, } • •
To '¼~m. H. Bent of Pt.':ru, (one of t 11e pctithners).
green, within which it was snpposed the
that some of the clouds of former years
Pursuant to the forel{oing application,
you are
fairies !la11ce,l by uight, rn•p IHI\\' known
have vanished forever, and a brighter pros- herebv directea to w>tifv a11d warn the pew owners
of the m~eting-house
mentioned in the foregoing
toresnlt from theont-spre:tdin-~ pt·opagapcct is before us than for many a year.
application, to meet at said meetin~ house on the
tiou of n part,cnlar mnshroou,, tue fairy2d day ot A.pril, A. D. 1887, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon, for the purposes mentioned in said :1pplicaringe<l fungns, by wliich the gro,1ud is
ti'ln, by posting a certified copy of thi~ application
Duoklen'sArnica.Sa.lve.
and warrant th~ree weeks before the tirne of meetTHE BEST SALVE in the world for Cuts, ing-, on the bill board in the portico, ncA.r the outer mannred for a nclrnr foJluwiug vegeBruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever door of said house, to wit: on or before the 5th d,ty tation.
of March inst., :tnd in one other public pla<"c in said
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions. and posi- ~~~:~,o~' \;.i~-b~r~7~~i;i ~s~~~\~~::i~v~~t~c b~f~';: It is stated thnt Fl'ench snr!seon!I have
tively cures Piles, or no pa_y required
It the time of said meeting; and by publishing· said succeeded in r,·pluciug glass eyes with
copy of applicathn
and warrant three weeks sue
is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction,
the front pal't of mbhits' <>ye,. '.rite coat
ccssively, to wit:
March the 10th, 17th, 24th and
or money refunded.
Price 2.5 cents per 31st
is stitche,1 fast to the ball of n. sightless
inst., in "The Canton
TELEPHONK,n
a newsbox. For Sale By Nathan Reynolds, Drug- paper printed at Canton, in said county; all of said !Jumau eye, a111lma11e to a,11,ern, so that
gist, Canton, Me.
1y51 notices to he published before the day of said mf'cting.
it causes 110 furtl1t•r Irouhlo aud looks ns
Given under my hand and seal at Peru, in sai<l
well as the rn.t-11 rnl eye. It is. of conrse,
th
1
7
Parsons Brother's flour mill in Auburn,
county,
ti 0 :~1~af~~~ta:~,~~tc~~f~f1
d Peace.
sightless, but it is far less buthe1· ti.Jan a
one of the finest and most complete roller
Peru, l\farch 2d, 18S7.
glass one.
I hereby certify th.it the foregoing is a true copy
process 1;1ills in the State of Maine, was
of the original application and warrant.
IIA French phyRi<'in.n M 0 ff•b t.hnt he 1111.'1
a pile of smoking ruins in the sunlight of
Attest,
\V:,i. H. BENT,
One of the above applicants.
discovered a soporilic wlwse effects can
Tnesday morning.
The mill was totally
he exactly limite,l to the time reqnireJ.
destroyed.
The total insurance on the
This will, he says, ~nable tmvellers to
building, machinery and stock was $27,sleep
comfortably aud con tille11tly 1lnri u !s
6.5o.
The undersigned having been restored
He measure,:; his !l<>ae
to health by simple means, after suffering a long jonmey.
for several years with a severe lung affec- by miles. 'l'lrns yon can take a fiftvAnotherArt Cra.ze.
T'he latest art work among ladies is known as the tion, and that dread disease Con~umption,mile dose before starting
on a mil w;t_y
"French Craze," for decorating
china, glassware,
is anxious to make known to his fellow journey, aml open yonr eyes, pleasantly
etc. It is something entirdy new, and is both pro
fitable and fascinating.
It is very popular in 1\ew sufferers the means of cure. To those who refreshed, at your proper station,
send (free of
York, Boston and other Eastern cities.
To ladies desire it, he will cheerfully
:lesiring to learn the Art, we will send an Plcgant
charge) a copy of the prescription
used,
The weepi11g willow, says tlie Garclen,
china placque (size 18 inches,) handsomely decoratwhich
they
will
find
a
sure
cure for Con·
ed, for a. model, together with box of material, 100
Asthma.,Ca.hrrh,Dronehit's and seems to lrnrn h:,d u romant;c history.
colored designs assorted in flowers, animals, sol- su:nption,
diers, land-scapes, etc., complete, with fnll instrucall throat and lung M1hdies. Ile hopes The first ~c'ou was sent from Smyrn,1 iu
0
all sufferers will try his Remedy, as it is a box of tigs to Alexau,ler Pnpe.
Gfln,
,~~r~!'~
~~~"~!~!:~~o~ha;;:£lai~e
:~~1;;
0 :.:ctl~~~
invaluable.
Those desiring the prescrip- Clinton brought a suoot fro,n Pope's
t}dlv;rit~;~;~~~i!s°~;l~~;;~;dei:~lo~:t
l~:t~~r~:e~~
tion, which will cost them nothing, and
tree to America in the t.ime of the Revowhom we can mail our new catalogue of Art Goods,
may prove a blessing. will please address,
we will enclose extra and without cha'J{' a beauti~ REV. EDWARD A. WILSON, Williamsburg,
lution, which, passiug into the hands of
§~~~~~:~. J.dv:ess,
King's County, New York.
1y52
John Parke Custis, was pbnted on his
est11tein Virginia,
tlms becoming the
having hee11 cured progenitor of the weeping willow in
, of Nervons prostraAmerica.
tion. Seminal \V1;akne~s . .l?rPmatnre Decay, and ail the evil effects of early indisA cancerom1 affection of the nose has
Apples,
1..50 :i;> 3.00 cretion a11d youthful folly. i~ anxions to been known to follow too frne a use of
Barley,
.60 l,')
.87 make known to otlrnrs the simple mode
clumsy
salt bottle.-1. The oomhination
Beans-Pea,
'l'o those who wiRh and
1.65 :i;> r.90 of s\Jlf-cure.
-Yellow Eyes,
he will of chemical salts, cologne spirits anu
1.65 :i;> 1.70 \vill give him their symptoms.
-Lima,
2. 15 :i;> 2.40 send (free) by rPturn mail a copy of the other perfn111e Qr stirn1_1la11ts.llS~<l in '':.
Beef, per bbl.
II.00 l,') 12 00 recipe so SllCCPSSfltlly used ill hiR case.
slug-like bottles, nets ·upon tLe
-Choice Family,
Address in confidence.
JAMES
w: these
9.50 :i;> 12.50
metnllic trimmings of the bottles aud
-Hams,
ly52
22.00 :i;>23.00 PINKNEY, 42 Cedar St .. N. Y.
cre11,te a substance tlrnt eff cts the nose
-Tongues,
21.00
:i;> 21.50
Butter-lump,
nnd nostrils in a mauuer that cannot
.25 :i;> .32
-Creamery,
.23 :i;> .27
fail to impair their beanty an<l interfere
TEACHER OF VOCAL MUSIC.
-Dairy,
.20 'I,) .26
with their future comport anti eujoyment.
Cheese-factory,
.JO½:i;>
.r4½ [have Peerless a11d$tanley orga II which
-Sage,
.14 :i;> .r_c; r sell at reasonablP prieeR; wnrrnnte,l for
There is a salt <leposit in Lincoln
Corn,
._<;6 :i;> ..57 five years. '!'nose iu want of an org-a.n or county, Nev:1da, two miles long, ha'Jf-aCoffee-Rio,
.15 :i;> .20½ pi:1110 will do well to call on or adurcss
-Java,
,20 li> ·33 the above. These organ~ are well made mile wide aud of uukuowu depth, tl10ngh
in places it is shown to be sixty feet
Eggs,
in action. brill:ant
.r9 :i;> .20 in every respect,qnick
Flour-extras,
3· 25 :i;> 4.75 in tone, and voiced so they are easy to thick. It has been tmced nine miles on
-St. Louis,
They are second to none.
4-7.'i :i;> 5.00 sing with.
the surface.
It is of olll formation,
-New Process,
5 35 V 5.50
covered in some pl,1ce<ihy l>n.sr,ltic rock
Hams,
.10½ :i;,
.13½
$100
WEEK
!
and
volcanic
tu a. There is another
Honey-comh,
.13 :i;> .16
Ladies or gentlemen desiring pleas~rnt profiLahlc
-Extracted,
.05 '.\,> .o6 employment write at once. We want y1)u to h:-1ndle great deposit of rock srllt. in Cl111rchill
and
an
article
of
domestic
u~e
that
recommends
itHops. '86,
.25 V
.30
county, aud the gr<'1tt Hnmholdt
salt
0
11
1
Lard.
.07¼ li> .08~ Jit~o~v~i:k~ • c ai~?ii~·
.,:t~~:
;~!1~~oui:•an~fi ~: field is some fifteen miles long by six
Molasses-!\.
0.
.32 li> ·5.'i
1 1
1
wide.
Soda,
borax
n.11d
other
valuahle
I~1·~~ St<~~:t !~:r~! ~i:Y o;~,1~
Oats,
·f3 li> ··H ;ci1~~A~~v~it~rfu~-t~~:r~i~~1
round in every household.
Price ,vithin re:.tch minerals also . exist in large quantities
Pork, bhl.
14 00 li> 18.00 year
ofalI.
Circulars
free.
Agents receive Samples
-Salt Pork. per lb.
.08 l,')
.08½ Free. Address Do!\tESTIC M'F'G Co., Marion, 0. near these localities,
Potatoes, bbl.
2.00
l,')
2.50
- 2~-!3-Sugar.
A natural iron-pniut minP, of inPx-o6l :i;> .o6~
Tea-(Jolong,
.20 l_;> ·75
haustible qnantitv, h,is he<>n ,li,1eovered
-Japan.
.20 li> .50
We
are
wanting
a
large
force
of
smart
in the town of Epsom, N. H. The de-Eng. Breakf.
.6o and intelligent
.18 l,')
men to travel and solicit posit begins at tile very gmss root, an,l
orders for Trees, Shrubs, Vines, &c.
is fifteen to eiglite,·n fent cle,,p. 'l'IH'r9
-ii; a large m1<l valnah\H ,foposit of ochre
The undersi1rned wishes to give notice
of v1•riou-woln1·,,fr,,m. h"illlt,ifnl Cl'im»on
that Geo. B. Staples is hu_ving wood for
Augusta, Me.
fuel and poplar wood on his own account S. T. CANNON & CO.,
to gray, l,y the si,le of the Sout,h<'rn
and hr,s been since last fall, and not as
railroad, two auJ one-h·, If miles north
agent for the Denison Paper Mf~. Co.
of Somersi,t., Kv.
'l'IHJ X ,w Hampshire
DENISON PAPER MFG. CO.
Solllewhere between Canton village and
pnint is fH\i,l to he a~ ,gno,1 as Itali,m
B{ AoNA T. DENISON,
Pre_s.
3m4
Tyler's four .corners, in Hartford, a drurnsienn'1. Pc•rlrnps th:1t of 1'11l:1Rkicnunty,
mer's samples of suspender,;.
The finder
L
will be suitahl_,, rewarded b_v leaving the Xy., is nl-o. 'l'he fornw1· requirea no
griuding or wori,iug o\'er,
sarneatthcstore
of]) Rradford.
8tf

Rmnf
or~Falls
&Buckfield
R.R.

Itemsof Interest.

Notice.

.b.~}ye

TOCONSUMPTIVES.

of
194
98

105
A. Delano, B. C. Waite and N. I-I·
Catnpbel I, were elected assessors and overseers of the poor.

For Supervisor. whole number of votes
caH was
163
Necessary for a choice,
•82
N. H. Campbell had
Rose Bennett,
27
L. H. McCollister,
.'i9
A. L. Stanwood,
76
No choice.
On second ballot, whole No. votes, 170
Necessary for a choice,
86
N. H. Campbell had
Rose Bennett,
16
L. H. McCollister,
61
A. L. Stanwood,
92
Other town officers elected are as follows-:
Collector: John Foye. Percentage for
collecting, .02.5.
Constables: John Foye. R. A. Barrows.
Health Officers: A. L. Stanwood, C. A.
Coolidge, B. A. Swasey.
Truant officers: R. A. Barrows. L. H.
McCollister, A. K. Foster.
Surveyors of Lumber:
A. Packard. J.
M. Stubbs, A. K. Foster, \V. 1-1.11. Washburn.
lVIeasurers of \Vood and Bark: A. Packard, L. II. \1cCollister, v.r. H. H. Washburn.
School Agents:
A. B. Conant. Dist.
No. 9; A. Delano, Dist. No. 6.

Appropriations
were voted as follows:
for schools, $r,ooo; for payment of debt
and interest, $6,000; for repairs of roads
and bridges, to be raised in highway tax,
$1,zoo; to be raised in money tax and used
in operating road machine under direction
of Selectmen, $500.
S. P. Adkins, for the road commissionLewiston Daily Journal, for sale at Bos- ers ot 1886, made ,1 verbal report that was
ton 5ct. store. Large,t ::nd best daily in accepted by vote of the town.
Xt"w England.
•
Voted to loan money of the town for the

~!

~lni~~·N~~ttc\:/,

,;;r:rn

AGENTLEMAN
BOSTON
PRICE
CURRENT.
i

E. W. ALLEN, Canton.

A.

t

WANTED.

To Tbe Public.

Salary
and
EXIIBilSBS
toStart
on.
I ...ost.
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